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INTRO
Up until 2012, Guardia Sanframondi was
relatively unknown in terms of tourism and
expattery. Bar the annual wine festival, and the
seven-yearly religious rites, the town quietly
went about its grape harvesting and olive
pressing business without much fanfare.
The historical centre (centro storico) had been
for the large part abandoned since a serious
earthquake in the 1980s. A period of relative
affluence (some of this from funding for
earthquake
repairs),
consequent
overdependence on cars, plus fears of another
catastrophic earthquake, had people building
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new cement houses out into the surrounding
countryside. The old town was literally left to
crumble.
The only real in-roads to the town were if you
had family here, or if you joined the hoards for
occasional festivities. Before the big interest
from abroad, you really had to be here and to
make all your inquiries face-to-face, in italiano or even in the dense local dialect, guardiolo.
Emails wouldn’t get answered (they still don’t,
particularly), businesses were not on the
internet (they still aren’t, much). A few wellattended festivals had atrophied away to
nothing, and the old town was lulling in
something of a stagnant state.
There was much cynicism about the continuing
downward spiral of the medieval quarter, but
little or no enthusiasm about actually doing
anything to change that.
The last inhabitants of the old town were the
pensioners, who hadn’t yet been prised out and
into a larger family house in the new town. Plus
a handful of folks seeking weekend/ summer
respite from the nearest big cities.
All this changed irreversibly in 2012, when our
now infamous TV show was first aired in the
USA, showcasing my house-hunting journey:
the Italian dream on a budget.
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To an audience of millions, add the dream of
living the good life in a romantic crumbling
town, lashings of sunshine, and minute house
prices as the cherry on top. It was like the
perfect storm...
The TV portrayal was pure entertainment format rather than documentary. But that meant
little to the audience: across North America
ears perked up and eyes widened in disbelief.
Internet searches for Guardia Sanframondi and
my arthouse website and Airbnb pages
rocketed, flights across the Atlantic were
booked, and initial inquiries began to be made
about available properties.
A steady trickle of new visitors began coming
through the piazzas, just a month after the
show first aired, followed by a series of waves
ebbing and flowing around the old town.
As word spread, the original cynicism of the
locals was transformed to smiles and
enthusiasm.
Lured by the promise of houses here which cost
less than a new shed in their own country, a
lively energy began buzzing in the cobbled
streets. The episode travelled to various other
countries, and within the next two years, we
had home-owners in Guardia from as far away
as South Africa, China and Tasmania!
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Though there was practically nothing online
about Guardia in English initially, in the years
that I’d already been living here I’d built up a
significant presence through my blog, social
media and art activities. Now, my B+B room
was at the top of Google search for the zone,
and was booked almost a year in advance,
having benefited from the TV publicity.
My quirky presence as the ‘only foreigner in the
medieval quarter’ was slowly transformed, as I
went from a relatively nun-like existence, to
being at the centre of a vast circle of new
friends and neighbours. The house-hunting
transmission initiated a slow avalanche of folks
who saw an affordable Dolce Vita - the locals
eventually warmed to this, with their superb
hospitality.
With the follow-up episode Where Are They
Now the next year, the flow of visitors started
having a significant influence on the town. The
enthusiasm of each person buying their dream
home set off a whole new rush of their friends
and family, wanting in on the fun.
My raving positivity around the idea of
repopulating the historical centre began to not
seem so far-out! The Guardioli quickly saw the
opportunities: the town was filled with foreigners
spending money, needing everything from
interpreters and property agents to builders,
furniture, wine and pizza. The local economy
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flourished, perhaps seeing less of La Crisi
Economica than other parts of Italy and Europe.
From 2012 to mid-2015 we’ve seen the sale of
over 60 houses in the medieval quarter, with
upwards of 50 foreign folks here all at once
during peak times. The town council have
acquired millions of euros to restore old
buildings and infrastructure, and this has easily
been surpassed by private investments and
restoration.
The boost to the local economy has been
roughly estimated to now be rocketing towards
€10 million, when you add up all the house
sales and legal fees, plus the through traffic of
B&B stays, meals, groceries, etc. This dynamic
appears to be accelerating too, with many new
buyers excited to be involved in such positive
local and international culture exchange.
The house-hunters TV show has even visited
for a third time, whilst thousands of enthusiastic
foreigners are expounding about Guardia’s
merits via blogs and social networks.
Guardiesi and stranieri alike are starting new
projects, and some are in the process of
developing new businesses; the possibilities for
the town seem to be expanding dramatically,
even if the bulk of house buyers are only
seeking a holiday home.
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In particular, many artists and spiritual types are
being attracted here, feeling called by the
image of the fulfilling lifestyle which doesn’t
require shedloads of money.
Many visitors have had genuinely life-changing
experiences here, and I don’t mind taking some
credit for this too, as I not only took on the
immense task of replying to the hundreds of
queries which flowed into my website the first
couple of years, but I also share my own
profound experience of the place through my
blog and with a steady flow of guests from
around the globe.
Though they can’t yet be called ‘tourists’,
Guardia’s guests are also beginning to explore
the surrounding landscape and cultural
treasures, which up to now have had a
relatively small audience.
As interest in the town has grown, so have the
number of questions to which visitors want
answers. Fortunately, many Guardiesi are
learning English, which helps once you’re here,
and the comune has created some great
brochures, now even in English.
Though many have passed through, there is
only one long-term, year-round foreigner who is
intimately familiar and well-connected with the
place and people, language, seasons and
customs - that is myself! I’ve been living in the
heart of the centro storico since 2009, and the
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town gifted me the keys to the city in 2014, for
my cultural and artistic activities which have
brought the town to world-wide attention.

A couple of years before the first American TV
show was filmed, I’d gotten the bargain-of-themillennium: my very own home for €10,000.
A piece of medieval Italy, no less - complete
with a chapel and stucco arches, ten rooms,
two balconies and a lemon tree. My house had
been empty for 16 years before I bought it. I
restored it practically single-handedly, with little
(often zero) income, whilst simultaneously
learning the language from scratch, and
building a business and presence as an artist oh, and creating a multitude of interconnections
and good vibes. I learned everything the hard
way - so that others could come after me.
Everyone’s experience in Guardia will reflect
their own character and intentions. So this
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guide is not supposed to tell how you to behave
here, or to define rigid idea about the town, but
it hopes to open your eyes if you’re just arriving
- to give a depth of vision about the place,
before you step into it.
It’ll help you navigate aspects of Guardia which
currently have no voice online. It’ll hopefully
reduce a lot of initial confusion, and it might
lessen your propensity to be ripped-off by
incorrigible locals!
Tante belle cose!

DISCLAIMER: This book is by no means a
comprehensive guide to the town. It’s intended as a
useful introduction, on the base of which you can
build your own robust experience here. And it aims to
act as a cultural bridge, during this initial period of
development - and whilst emotions on all sides are
high!
All views expressed in this guidebook are my
personal opinion, which has been formed by my
unique experience in the town.
Just because I recommend one person or service,
doesn’t exclude others, nor suggest that they might
not be better.
Subjects that the guide doesn’t cover: historical stuff;
religious stuff; local festivals; wine culture; legalities/
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paperwork and the like. The first four subjects are
detailed in the town’s website Guardia in un click and
you can find out about wine via the various cantina
(winery) websites for the town.
Info about being an expat in Guardia Sanframondi
can be gleaned from multifarious blogs (just search
for ‘Guardia Sanframondi’ online) and social media
groups; see the USEFUL LINKS chapter at the end
of this guide (p.122)
Search for specific subjects (e.g. American visas for
Italy) via appropriate online forums.
And you can now also contact the new Guardia
Information Centre in the town hall or via
guardiainformationcentre@gmail.com
All the information contained in this book was as
accurate as information gets in Italy, at the time of
going to press.
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CHAPTER ONE
GETTING HERE
Don’t let anyone tell you that it needs to be
complicated or expensive to get to Guardia
Sanframondi from the nearest airports. If you
plan your journey beforehand, following the
super-simple steps below, you can arrive in a
Guardia piazza cooler and calmer even than a
local!
The basic journey involves: a shuttle bus from
airport to city centre - then a train from city
centre train station to Telese Terme station then a taxi from Telese up the hill to Guardia.
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Firstly, I advise booking a flight which arrives in
the morning at a Rome or Naples airport, and
to have your onward travel tickets pre-booked,
so you don’t have to queue at all.
Arriving in Italy after a long flight can be exciting
to say the least: the last thing you want to be
doing at this point, is figuring out how to get to a
rural location - believe me, it takes a lot of
research and mistake-making!
A direct car journey to Guardia takes a
minimum of 1½ from Napoli or 2½ hrs from
Roma (see the section on hiring a car, page
24). However, unless you are an experienced
rally driver, public transport is a far more
relaxing way to travel. It can also be extremely
economical: an airport-to-front-door trip can be
made for as little as €30 or €40.
Important: if you arrive later in any given day (or
on a Sunday or public holiday), I strongly
recommend you take an Airbnb room near to
the train station, have a good rest, and then
head to Guardia in the morning.
The following instructions are super-simple, to
make a potentially very stressful and expensive
journey as straightforward as is humanly
possible.
STEP 1: AIRPORT TO CITY
NAPLES AIRPORT TO CITY CENTRE
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There’s a red shuttle bus which waits directly
outside of the airport, to your left as you come
out, in front of the main doors of the airport
(where the departures lounge is).
It currently costs €3: ask the driver for Piazza
Garibaldi (pronounced gareebaldee, emphasis
on the second ‘a’ and with both ‘a’ as in hat)
and Napoli Centrale Stazione (pronounced
napolee chentralay, emphasis on the ‘a’ in both
words, and the ‘c’ as in cheese in Centrale,
then Stazione with the ‘i’ as ee, and ‘e’ as ay).*
Again, if you see that your ‘plane is due in of an
evening, you’d be strongly advised to settle for
the night in a B&B near the central station of
either Naples or Rome. I highly recommend
Airbnb for this, as they offer a huge choice of all
sorts of accommodation, and provide a fantastic
support and service: do it well in advance for
more chance of a conveniently located and low
priced room.
Always check the walking distance to the
platforms and/ or ticket office in the train
stations, as a sprint with luggage is difficult, no
matter what time of the day it is. The Telese
train is usually at the far end of a far platform,
e.g. Always have your ticket stamped in the
yellow machine at the beginning of the platform,
before you get on, and triple check you're on
the correct train!
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*A lot can be lost in translation if you pronounce
Italian with a non-Italian accent. Think Chinese
whispers: it is common for Italians to have a
very different idea than you do about what you
want or need – this happens even if you speak
great Italiano!
CIAMPINO AIRPORT TO CENTRAL ROME
Though there’s a train station called Ciampino,
it’s much more convenient to take a shuttle bus
to and from the airport, as the train station is a
taxi ride (€20 or more) away in Ciampino
suburb. A variety of buses wait right outside the
doors of the arrivals area (to the left as you
exit): they are all cheap and cheerful, just be
prepared to stand in line with het up folks,
wanting to be first on the bus.
The ticket currently costs around €4 for a
single/ €6 for a return. Get your ticket via either
the Terra Vision or SIT Shuttle Bus websites.
Print it out before travelling - they may well not
accept your ticket from a mobile device, or in
the least may be grumpy about it.
OTHER ROME AIRPORTS TO CITY CENTRE
Trenitalia has an English-speaking button at the
top right of their homepage.
In the box on the left where you type in the
details your journey, you need to select the
TUTTI I TRENI (all trains) tab; if it is set to LA
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FRECCE, it will only show you the city-to-city
trains. The English-speaking facility shows
TICKETS or PASSES, so choose the TICKETS
tab.
When you are searching in English, you still
need to write the Italian city name, e.g. Roma
not Rome, and Napoli not Naples.
When travelling from Rome Termini back to the
airport by bus, make sure you acquire a
boarding pass too (it’s part of their security
system): the boarding passes are available
from the Terravision kiosk in their café, inside
Termini station. The queueing at the bus stop
can be a tad chaotic, so make sure to ask the
assistants for clarity about which bus you’re
getting on, and at what stance.
STEP 2: THE TRAIN STATION
If you don’t book a ticket, it is very easy to get
caught out stuck in the often-massive queues
for tickets, particularly at Termini; best to be
organised, also avoiding sweaty hoards of
strung-out travellers.
If you’re on a budget, take advantage of
Trenitalia’s convenient, cheapest-ever ticket,
the regionale option. There are only a few
select trains, and they are only bookable less
than a week beforehand - they may be sold out
if you don’t get one before you travel.
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If you can, get a direct route, avoiding changes
(often more trouble than it’s worth, with delays
being so common). Make sure to grab a bottle
of water and a snack from the station before
getting on the train, especially in very hot
weather; trains are often delayed between
stations, and often don’t have air-conditioning.
I emphasise most strongly: always check with a
rail employee directly involved in the running of
that particular train and with fellow passengers
once you’re on it. Ask them if the train is going
to your destination: it’s a common pitfall to miss
last-minute announcements about platform
changes - Italians do it too! “Questo treno va a
Telese/ Caserta?” (pronunciation: kwes-to trayno va a Taylayzay/ Kazerta?)
NAPLES CENTRE TO TELESE TERME
Telese Terme’s train station is called TeleseCerreto. The journey from Naples central
station (Piazza Garibaldi - where the airport
shuttle bus can drop you) currently costs €4.50.

ROME TOWN CENTRE TO TELESE TERME
Similarly to travelling from Naples, you can buy
your ticket from Roma to Telese Terme
(Telese-Cerreto) online before you arrive via
Trenitalia or at a machine inside Rome Termini
station - the ticket office usually has big queues,
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and the machines can be fiddly when you’re in
a rush, so I recommend the internet.
Choose the regionale option in the table of
journeys offered when you search; there is one
at 14.56 from Termini direct to Telese. This
ticket currently costs around €13.20 There are
also early morning regional trains - just after
8am- which cost more, at €25.50
Other journeys are available (faster but less
direct - so you may well arrive at the same time
you would have with the regional train), from
€47.50 Do book at least a few days in advance
if you’re on a budget, to avoid being caught out
by higher last-minute options.
The faster city-to-city trains are a lovely luxury,
particularly in the heat of summer, when they
usually have superior (functioning) airconditioning. But you do have to change in
either Caserta or another station, which can be
harder work than you’d imagine, on a hot hot
day, as it involves lots of steps when you
change platforms.
Also, don’t go all the way to Naples unless you
really want to, as it is an unnecessarily long and
way round.
STEP 3: TAXI & HOME
There are no two ways about it; Guardia does
not yet have a sufficient flux of visitors to merit
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a full-time taxi service, plus the cost of petrol
and insurance here is high. So it’s best to
arrange your taxi from Telese station at least a
few days in advance, and to keep in touch if
you are delayed in some way (trains are
frequently delayed, for a variety of reasons).
The most efficient means of getting up the hill
from the nearest train is by informal taxi; get
your B&B people to arrange you a lift, or to pick
you up themselves (as mentioned below, be
aware of extortionate offers for airport pick-up!),
or ask on of the Guardia Facebook groups, if
anyone wants to do the trip in return for petrol
money.
TELESE TERME TO GUARDIA
I put my guests in touch with my friends from
Guardia, who do an informal lift service, for
around €20 - contact Umberto and Concetta
Gambuti on (++39) 338 361 4949. You can also
pop into their Gambuti Alimentare general store
on the Corso Umberto (just in front of the
Piazza Mercato), to organise a return trip to the
train station, and/ or contact them via
Facebook.
There’s a lovely local taxi cooperative called
Agape Taxi, with mostly female drivers (++39)
347 6383395 or (++39) 339 8241598 who
currently charge around €15. Some of them
even speak a little English. But the service is
not always available.
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Make sure you’ll be in contact with the taxi
company (via mobile phone) whilst you’re on
the move, or let your guesthouse know your
phone number before you set off, to relay any
info about delays (see info about mobile phones
on p.30).
BLABLA CAR
There are a variety of online car-sharing
networks, but BlaBlaCar is the one which I have
direct knowledge of. It might not be easy to get
a trip directly to Guardia, but you may at least
get a very affordable lift to Telese Terme.
Just register a profile on the BlaBlaCar website,
and search or request for lifts, then arrange a
pick-up with the person, and a fee for shared
petrol costs.
HIRING A CAR
Hiring a car will obviously allow you much
greater freedom to explore the phenomenal
sights of the local and wider area, as well as
making your journeys to and from the airports
more flexible. But you have to be a confident
and experienced car driver, unless you crave
an advanced driving trial.
Particularly in and around Naples, and on small
rural roads like near Guardia, you’ll regularly
see dangerous acts, shall we say ‘out-with the
guidance of the highway code’.
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Some everyday things to watch out for are: lack
of signalling when changing lanes/ slowing to
turn/ pulling out into the road/ any other time;
cars coming fast around corners whilst being
positioned on the wrong side of the white line;
lorries on the autostrada and/ or the
superstrada overtaking and pulling back into the
lane without giving you space to continue your
trajectory. This is all considered totally
‘normale’, and stuff you have to get used to if
driving in Italy. That said, once you’re alert to
expecting anything and everything, you’ll enjoy
how many incredible places you can reach
within a day trip of Guardia.
Having heard a wealth of feedback about car
hire by my multifarious guests and friends, I’d
recommend two things:
• getting the train to Caserta first (from either
Naples or Rome central stations), rather than
hiring at an airport - car hire is in short walking
distance
• making sure you have a functioning satellite
navigation system - ask the car hire
There are a couple of car hires near the station
in Caserta: Avis and Maggiore Rent. I’ve heard
good comments about Maggiore rental,
probably because they have an Englishlanguage option on their website.
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Getting out of Caserta can be a challenge; I
recommend taking the Via Giulia which comes
from the north-east of the town, up over a
switch-back road, through Santa Lucia, and
down the other side to the Carolino aqueduct,
where you join the superstrada SS265. This
avoids the very intimidating main road through
Maddaloni.
Once you drive down to the floor of the valley
beyond the aqueduct, take the first signposted
road on the right, and follow the signs for
Telese and Benevento; you drive down under
the SS265, and curve around to the right, up
and onto it.
Keep on SS265 for a good 20 mins or more,
until you see the turn-off for Telese Terme or
the SS87. You stay on this road right through
the middle of Telese, come out the other side,
and carry on straight ahead all the way up the
hill, past Castelvenere on your left - from where
you can see Guardia on the hill up ahead of
you.
Stay on this SS87 right up to the town of
Guardia, where the road snakes up into the
town, and past a tight part of the road (currently
has temporary traffic lights, but usually it’s just a
courtesy to let other drivers pass through it first)
and on up the hill round the back of the castle.
If you have trouble navigating once you’re in
the town, just ask someone - locals are very
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friendly. Speak clearly the name of the person
or B&B you are looking for, and you will likely
be taken to the door. Welcome to Guardia!
PARKING IN GUARDIA
There are several free parking areas (see map,
p.77), including on the street, but always be
careful to check first with locals nearby and/ or
your B&B, as signage is not always clear, and
there are random checks which could get you a
ticket. In certain places, some folks might even
let down your tyres (or worse!), if you take their
usual spot. There are also occasional
spontaneous restrictions due to local parades
or events, unfortunately not always announced.
Most recommended car park is the lower
Piazza Mercato parking, which is usually* free,
pretty spacious, and long-term. It’s the most
comfortable for reaching the north-east corner
of the medieval quarter.
*Apart from during the week of the 4th to the
10th of August, the big wine festival Vinalia,
when there is a stage and seating taking up
almost all of the parking.
BUSES
There are also local buses serving Guardia, but
they are not as reliable as you might expect in
your own country, and for a first-time visitor
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they are likely to provide more excitement and
cultural exchange than you might be ready for.
Taking a bus involves attending specific bars,
chatting with locals who actually have (recent)
experience of taking buses, and checking again
at the actual bus stop, the day you want to
travel. It can involve an unscheduled wait and/
or unexpected cancellations, so always carry
water, and I advise a rucksack (backpack)
rather than shopping bags.
The school bus is a good bet, and the kids will
help you out. Always tell the bus driver when
you get on, if you are travelling further than
Telese by bus, as they can phone to the driver
of the connecting bus, to let them know you
want it to wait. It’s a good idea to do a
reconnaissance mission, before depending on it
for an important link in your journey.
There are also coach services from Rome to
Telese Terme, though the regional train is in
fact cheaper than these. Plus the coach arrives
and leaves from Tiburtina station, which is
slightly outside of Rome city centre proper.
BUON VIAGGIO!
Please note that there are various alternative options
to those recommended above, but the listed
directions are the most affordable, comfortable and
direct in my experience of travelling regularly to and
from Guardia.
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CHAPTER TWO
COMMUNICATIONS
Communication means a lot of things to a lot of
people. In Italy, verbal communication can
contain a lot of colour and drama. Here in
Guardia, communing is often done at mediumto-high volume, with much gesturing, laughter,
and an occasional backslap.
People are direct and jovial, though there are
also some less attractive behaviours to watch
out for.
And with technology, it’s good to know the more
reliable and straightforward resources: contrary
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to initial impressions, i.e. the internet not
working when it rains, it is very easy to get
connected and stay connected here. But make
sure to avoid a false start, by going straight for
the fool-proof options: get a fixed-line phone
and ADSL internet connection, buy a simple cell
phone to keep in touch within Italy, and avoid
glamorous promises of high tech finery, which
might leave you in the lurch at the first
downpour.
MOBILE/ CELL PHONES
The town has a good selection of mobile (cell)
phone shops, most of them on the main road:
just look for the logos in the windows, e.g. Wind
Infostrada, Tre, Vodafone, Virgin.
Most folk in Guardia use a mobile phone , but
they’re very unlikely to respond to a foreign
phone number, as they’ll be charged for it. So
unless you are staying only a few days in Italy,
its advisable to invest in both a basic Italian
mobile phone and a SIM card.
Get a simple phone, with SIM card and a PayAs-You-Go contract; this avoids any confusion
over limited data, connecting to the internet,
and so on. If you use the same mobile device
as you have for international calls, without a call
plan, it can rack up a shocking bill, so it really is
worth paying a few extra euros to get set up.
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You can get a good basic Nokia phone for
under €30. A SIM card might cost up to €15,
with a monthly charge of around €12 to be
expected. You can top this up each month at a
tabacchi (newsagent and tobacconist - it has a
sign with a big white T on a dark blue
background), a bar, or the phone shop. Or via
your (Italian) online banking service.
Many houses in the centro storico, with their
very thick medieval walls, won’t allow a mobile
phone signal to enter. This is a great boon for
the respite it affords us from everyday radiation,
but it also means that you may have to lean out
of a window to get a clear signal. For this
reason, it’s best to use either a landline or a
free service on the internet (e.g. Skype) for long
calls.
I recommend Wind Infostrada for a cell phone
contract, as their coverage in the medieval
quarter is best (in my experience).
THE INTERNET
There are a variety of ways to connect to the
internet in Guardia. Some are most definitely
more reliable, both short- and long-term, than
others. For example, a USB stick/ dongle of any
kind is only going to be as trustworthy as the
mobile phone signal it can reach, so may be
relatively useless if your house is deep in the
medieval quarter.
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Similarly, the small satellite dishes attached to
the outside of your house might not be able to
stand up to heavy cloud cover of winter (when
you’ll most need your entertainment, or to
contact family), despite promising to save you
money.
I highly recommend cutting a long story short
and having a fixed line (linea fissa) installed in
your home: it’s the simplest and more reliable
system in the long-term. If you’re lucky, your
new (old) house might already have a fixed line.
This gives you the option of having either wifi,
or a line-based internet service in your house,
which can be incredibly useful if like mine your
walls are almost two metres thick.
The main phone infrastructure is owned by
Telecom Italia, so you’ll need to be in touch with
them initially. Then you can choose your
service provider, contracts start from under €30
per month. Don’t even go there if you’re
thinking to save a couple of euros per month on
a cheaper contract, but limiting your data in any
way: it will catch you out! Just get a nice, solid
all-inclusive, unlimited data agreement, from
one of the larger providers.
I also recommend a ‘power link’ system (TP
Link do one, available locally) which plugs into
your router and then your electrical wires, and
allows the internet to reach the far corners of
your medieval abode, without irradiating all the
brains in the house.
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There are also a couple of bars (I recommend
The Meeting, and the Blues Brothers) which
have good internet access - just ask at the bar
for the password. And there are several public
Wi-Fi zones around the town, like around the
school and the castle - speak to the town hall
for the password.
Be sure to check with others who live in the
centro storico, as to the current reliability of
specific service providers and technologies, as
this can make a big difference to your life especially if you’re trying to work from Italy.
LA POSTA
Beware - the post office can have you in tears if
you’re not prepared! Going to the post office is
like a kind of interactive theatre - a pastime
which has folk queueing before the doors open,
to jostle around the waiting area griping at great
volume - lengthy monologues and high pitch
retorts, sometimes involving both sides of the
counter.
To get a letter or parcel mailed without
spending most of a morning there, you’ll want to
avoid the busiest times. There’s no guarantee,
but popping in later in the morning is usually the
best idea - at least after 11.30. The post office
is open from 8.30 am, through to around 12.30
If it’s still packed like sardines when you arrive,
just take a ticket (if the machine is working) and
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go and have a coffee for a half hour. It’s
not entirely unpleasant sitting and waiting, e.g.
if you have a good book, but it can get intense
in the hot months, especially if folks are
swearing/ smoking/ glowering and/ or all of the
above. I wait it out if I have to or when I’m in the
mood to be entertained by the unfolding drama.
Talking about moods, there are a couple of
folks behind the counter who are well known for
being unnecessarily ‘abrupt’, shall we say particularly with foreigners who can’t pronounce
francobollo (postage stamp) with precision.
Simply, if you’re prepared for maximum
rudeness, then any smiles and politeness will
be a great unexpected boon. Be prepared with
at least a couple of necessary phrases in
Italiano.
LA LINGUA
If you are starting from scratch with Italiano,
don’t be disheartened by overwhelm. When
locals realise you don’t speak their language,
they’ll respond with varying degrees of
enthusiasm, but mostly it will be positive - as in,
they’ll persevere with trying to communicate.
Enthused by the quantity of English speakers
coming into the town, there are significant
numbers of locals either learning or relearning
English. You’ll likely be greeted with an
occasional ‘HALLO!’ or ‘GOOD MORNING!’ in
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alto voce in the street, or a (very rhetorical!)
‘How are you?’
There are several shops and bars where the
owners will be able to converse with you at
length in English, and some specialist services
like lawyers and doctors, who will also be able
to provide their services in basic conversational
English.
Despite all this great effort by locals, if you
really want insight and deep connection with
this place, with the country and the culture, you
most definitely will per forza want to learn a
solid basic level of Italian. You’ll be amazed
what a different perspective it gives you, and
how much it can help prevent you getting into
‘situations’. Without the language, you are also
very open to have your new 'best friends' be
taking advantage of you in multifarious ways.
(More on that subject later in the book.)
I arrived in Italy knowing little more than the
word ciao, and the obvious food-related
vocabulary which is common parlance in
English-speaking countries. I spent much of my
first few years with such a brain-ache - I kept
picturing a sponge filled with water, having
more water poured onto it... but if I could get
fluent in a few years, then anyone can: here are
my top tips to help you learn with less stress:
1. Spend a your first weeks and months here
just absorbing the language: the rhythm,
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cadence, flow. Familiarise yourself with it,
without trying to force it into your brain in any
way.
2. Keep in mind there are big differences
between Italiano, and the strong local dialect
Guardiolo - the latter is both widely spoken, and
fluidly intermixed with more correct Italian.
Again, go easy on yourself, as there’s great skill
involved in separating the two languages at
first. The Guardiolo dialect is in fact the only
language which many older people speak, but
they will use much gesturing and facial
expression to emphasise, which helps
enormously.
3. Full immersion is the most effective way of
getting into any language: sit in a bar and listen
to other customers; use what few words you do
have; practise a particular phrase, when you
know you’re going to need it (i.e. look up words
you know you’ll need, before you go to a
specific shop); don’t rely on online translators they might provide some shortcuts in the short
term, but much is lost in translation, and you’re
not really challenging your brain, which is how
you’ll improve.
4. Listen regularly to an internet radio station
like RAI - it’s the equivalent of the BBC (British
Broadcasting Company) in the United Kingdom,
and was established specifically to bring the
country together under one language. It’ll help
focus you on ‘proper’ Italian.
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5. Don’t be afraid to sound silly because you’re
making mistakes: diving in at the deep end will
help in connecting you with folks - you’ll make
friends, have a lot of fun, encourage trust,
stimulate cultural exchange. All learning
requires a level of humility, and people will love
you all the more for having made an effort.
6. Avoid any discourse which makes you feel
stressed: there are occasional folks who will not
have any humour with your lack of Italiano, and
they may even leave you feeling crappy,
despite you trying your darnedest. Just
concentrate on the people which leave you
feeling good about your efforts. My best first
conversations were with small children.
7. Find your favourite movie or book dubbed or
translated into Italian, and explore your
favourite Italian songs via a free online source;
some resources allow you to see the text, like in
karaoke. I made huge progress when I began
singing Mina Mazzini songs! What with that, the
cinema, and children’s books from the Sunday
market, I kept my learning fun, rather than it
being a chore.
8. Find a local language exchange (scambio di
lingua) friend. There are many people in
Guardia who want to improve their
conversational English (which they can’t learn
at school), and sharing a coffee or pizza
together is a wonderfully relaxing way to get
ahead. Ask via the social media pages and
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groups mentioned in the useful links chapter at
the end of the book.
GESTURING
If you’re new to the culture, you might be a little
disconcerted initially at how physical the Italians
are when they express themselves - especially
when they get very close, or are excited about a
topic.
In Italy the language is emphasised and
dramatised through gesture, and being near
Naples means that this custom is even more
pronounced. It is common to wave arms about,
and to pinch cheeks, grab arms, slap backs both men and women do this to each other.
It is not uncommon to have folks reach out and
touch you, but do be aware when such gestures
cross a boundary - when they might be loaded
with other meaning than general innocent
camaraderie. As a woman, if you’re not
accompanied by a male person, you are likely
to encounter some manner of unwelcome touch
at some point.
I found that the best way to deal with it is to
imagine what an Italian woman would do - i.e.
nip it in the bud abruptly and firmly, in a strongly
aloof manner. Anything less might be construed
as - if not consent to more - then at least not the
appropriate level of displeasure.
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CONFLICT
Be aware that our foreigner expectations of
service and guarantees might be very different
to Italians’, as are our expectations of e.g. the
opposite sex. If conflict does arise, it might
come from the least anticipated direction, and
at great ferocity, when you really can’t see any
call for excitement at all. Particularly in the
centro storico, all kinds of misunderstandings
can arise through locals’ shock at any change
going on around them.
People in this part of the world are maestri of
lengthy discourse which eventually results in
resolution of conflict. They like to talk around
the houses first though, and even to have a
good argument - things which it’s hard to
participate in when you don’t have the
language.
As a young-ish female straniera, and before I
managed to get a basic fluency in Italian, I was
subjected to multifarious forms of aggression in
the town.
Having attempted and failed with literally every
possible variation of response, I advise that the
sure-fire, fail-safe method of smoothing any
friction is... get a man to sort it out: a local man,
and preferably a person of certain social
standing, like a doctor or council representative.
They’ll be far more able to navigate the subtle
politics of power than any forestiera. Just reach
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out for support; often, a quiet word by the right
person will be enough to get any seemingly
enraged neighbour to calm down, and to find an
accordo (agreement).
If things get more serious, seek advice from
higher up (i.e. the Vigile - local police - who deal
with neighbour disputes, or even the mayor il
sindaco), but avoid the tribunale legal courts at
all costs. Even if you are the aggrieved party,
you’re likely to end up wasting an awful lot of
time and energy, which you probably won’t
want to do when you’re trying to enjoy your new
life in Guardia. You might even be left hanging
around through several court sessions, waiting
for the mischief-maker to turn up in court, and
at the end you’ll have nothing to show for it.
Despite having a large sign in metal letters
above the judge, saying “la legge è uguale per
tutti” (the law is the same for everyone), the
courts do not function here like they do in other
countries: they mirror every nuance of absurdity
that is present in all institutes of power in Italy.
Unless you have someone über-trustworthy
working on your behalf, I’d strongly advise any
other path of reconciliation than that.
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CHAPTER THREE

SHOPPING
AND FOOD
Though there is a general progression, even in
rural areas, towards modern consumerism and
the debasement of produce, thankfully you can
still find many stuffs which are handmade,
regionally grown and in season, in this
abundant zone.
There are 4 main ways to shop in Guardia:
supermarkets and shops; visiting produce vans;
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the Sunday street market; direct from the
farmer or maker.
In this chapter, we’ll cover food - including
eating out, water, and basic supplies which are
available in town. Many things can be got on
foot, some heavier stuff can be delivered, and
other things are best sourced over the internet.
A note: typical transaction will not always be as
clear-cut as in your own culture; you’ll often
have an added extra or a discount of sorts, and
the dialogue around the sale might involve
much more chitchat - more getting-to-know-you
than you’re used to. This is the norm here, and
a beautiful way of interconnecting, of becoming
part of the community. It’s yet another reason
why learning the language is so important - and
such fun!
FOOD
The region around Guardia majors in wine and
olive oil, and the various seasons also reveal a
wealth of smallholder-grown produce; from
greens, nuts and kiwis, through to honey,
cheeses, and homemade sausages.
Another point of difference is labelling - the
‘organic’ (biologico) concept is classified far
less stringently here; you will have to speak to
individual growers, or get references, to know
who is truly growing without chemicals or
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medicine. But some local shops have a few
officially-labelled organic items.
Be aware, as mentioned in the last chapter (on
communications), that if you ask any question
which insinuates that a yes response is
anticipated (e.g. Is this vegetarian? Is this
organic?), then you’re likely to be humoured,
and told yes, regardless of fact. People want to
make their customers happy!
It’s best to learn specific phrases - like ‘Is there
meat in this?’ (C’è carne dentro questa?) rather
than ‘Is this vegetarian?’ Do your research; ask
others who are veggie - there are a good
percentage in the international community.
GROCERIES
The town has a great variety of small general
grocery stores, and currently one larger
supermarket (the Deco on Via Parallela) in the
main town. So unless you need some dietary
speciality, you can find most nourishment
needs. Find your nearest grocery shop via Map
3 on p.79
Produce vans turn up in the various piazzas of
a morning, and are heralded by a loudspeaker
blaring out the names of vegetables and fruit.
Usually you can differentiate it from the public
announcements van or the metal recycling
truck, as you can catch at least one or two
familiar words, but sometimes it’s in dialetto.
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Beware of over-enthusiastic vendors, both at
vans and in the mercato (market) who will try to
give you twice (or five times) the quantity you’re
asking for - it’s part of the playful back-and-forth
expected between customer and seller. Be firm,
and just walk away if you’re being pushed to
buy something you don’t want. Or play them at
their own game, and ask for a cheeky discount.
If you show that you’re malleable, you’re likely
to be pushed even further the next time you
visit, so be clear and firm.
There’s also a chapter on Money and Gifting
later in the book (p.92), which explains a little
about the culture of generosity by locals
towards visitors in this part of the world. Many
neighbours will make regular and abundant gifts
to you of all kinds of foods, wines, oils... They
might also get offended if you refuse, overthank them, or offer anything in return! The
important thing is that you spend some time
communing with them, rather than seeing it as
a cold transaction, or something that they might
want paid for.
ALLERGIES AND DIETARY RESTRICTIONS
There isn’t a huge trend of vegetarianism in this
rural area, but there are fresh fruit, veggies and
legumes aplenty, as well as a really good
selection of gluten-free and other foodsensitivity-specific stuffs.
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Check out Filippo the baker especially (Via
Campopiano - no obvious shop front, but you’ll
see his wood store to the side), as he stocks a
gluten-free (senza glutine) range, and might
even order in things like rye bread (black bread/
pane nero or segale) for you.
The Deco supermercato on the Via Parallela
also has a great stock of unusual items, and
recently seems to be bringing in more and more
organic foods. Again, they might be happy to
order more in, if you show them that there’s a
demand for it.
Deco and the other smaller supermarkets will
often have nut and rice milks, soya yoghurt,
vegan cream (panna vegetale), rice cakes, a
variety of vegetable oils, and a good selection
of foodstuffs which are free from animal
products.
Nunzia’s Farmanatura, on the main road, just
up from the municipio (town hall) also has a
small but potent range of teas and healthy
foods. Notably, Manuka honey - yum!
If you have stricter requirements and don’t find
what you need in Guardia, the nearest bigger
town, Telese, has a couple of good alternative
food shops, which sell extremely expensive
tofu, meat alternatives and other items, and Lidl
e.g. sells affordable organic soya milk.
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ORGANICS
The concept of both organics and health food
here is not quite the same as it is in northern
Europe, as the nature of food production on the
whole is much less intensive, much closer to
nature. As a result, there are more shops which
cater to weight loss or recuperation, celiac or
other intolerances, than the typical health food
store.
‘Alternative food’ shops are much more likely to
have dry foods wrapped in plastic, than rows of
fresh, organic, locally-grown stuffs - for that you
need to find the folks who don’t use chemicals
via Telese’s Saturday morning market. There
are a great row of small stalls with mostly smallscale and non-forced food, even some wild food
like the mushrooms mentioned below under
Markets. Or you can visit the grower directly,
e.g. look up Mariapia Cutillo on Facebook she’s an organic grower who can introduce you
to a network of organic folks.
The whole idea of ‘organic’ (biologico) is pretty
new to this part of the world, and there’s little
which is labelled as such. You will also come
across many folks who will claim that their
produce is ‘senza medicine’ (chemical free) but
who actually use more than an average dose.
As mentioned above, Nunzia’s Farmanatura
(nature pharmacy) on the main street has a
range of herbal and organic teas and coffee
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substitutes, alongside a range of rices,
couscous, honey, etc. There are several other
nature pharmacy type of shops in Telese, which
stock similar products. As with dietary
requirements, you may have to do some
research and shop around here, there and
everywhere, but it is do-able. Again, speak to
the foreign community, to get more insider tips.
LUNCH
Many tourists get caught out in southern Italy,
with the mistaken logic that there will be lots of
eateries open at lunchtime. But even in big
towns, the businesses here close for a long
lunch and siesta, restaurants included, so that
everyone can eat at home with their families.
If you’re not making lunch at home, there are
several options you can reach on foot in
Guardia, to make sure you get fed in the middle
of the day. To start with, Guardia has two great
eating places- La Meridiana (closed Mondays)
and La Vittoria (see map 2, p.77) where you
can choose from an extensive menu.
A few notes about lunch in the restaurants:
•

Try to arrive between 1 - 2 pm for lunch, as
they’ll likely be winding down and trying to
get home for their own lunch, later.

•

Pizza ovens are only lit in the evenings; for
lunch you can visit one of the bakeries for
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pizza - though the smaller of the bakeries
sell out quickly.
•

La Vittoria is less accustomed to
unannounced arrivals, if they are open at
lunchtime, so you may not get the full menu
unless you book in advance.

•

Be very clear about any dietary
requirements, from the outset: e.g. do not
assume that the concept of vegetarian is
the same here as in other cultures. You
may well be served food with chicken or
fish in, if you ask for a veggie option. I’ve
been served dishes with tiny pieces of
prosciutto in, several time - because it’s just
a tiny bit of meat, it is considered to be
acceptable. Be sure to learn how to say
things like ‘without meat/ fish/ cheese’
senza carne/ pesce/ formaggio

•

The various bakeries of Guardia offer a
great range of snacks and main meals for
lunch, too: particularly the Garofano bakery
up on the Via Municipio, where you can
also sit in. And L’Oasis do a good panino where you can sit outside in good weather.

•

Each bakery has a different style of bread,
all of it wonderful. The bulk of it is made
using white flour. My personal favourite is
Filippo’s very-small-scale bakery, just
opposite the big school at the top of the
Salita Campopiano (Via Campopiano).
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EVENING MEALS
In the summer, there are often events involving
food, of an evening; regular wine-tastings
digustazione, street food in the piazzas, and
various exhibition openings or celebratory
events all around the town; keep your eye on
posters, social media, and word on the street.
And if you don’t decide to head further afield,
the two trusty restaurants will be very happy to
accommodate you.
My key tips are:
•

Don’t turn up too early; evening meal is
usually eaten at 8.30pm at the earliest. The
restaurants might be open slightly earlier as
they’re setting up, and when there are lots
of stranieri in town - check by calling first,
but usually the pizza oven will be ready
around 7pm at the earliest.

•

On Friday-Saturday-Sunday, don’t arrive
too late, or book before arriving, as you
may have to wait ages for a table.

•

Both places have a great takeaway service
(but not deliveries). Which is the ultimate
low-budget meal.

•

Ask which fresh fish/ seafood and/ or
seasonal local produce they have; La
Vittoria
particularly
have
occasional
specials, using local, in season produce,
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and La Meridiana do great grilled fish on
the days in which the town gets fish
deliveries.
•

Some dishes include frozen seafood or
mushrooms, so learn what is in season,
and what isn’t: eating something fresh is a
whole other experience!

•

When you ask for the house wine, it can be
mixed quality: I suggest asking to taste it
first!

•

It’s worth paying a few extra euros for a
really stupendous wine, which you can get
for under 10 euros in the restaurants. La
Meridiana has a large range.

•

When ordering a ‘local’ wine, make sure it
is from Guardia Sanframondi - it is often
superior quality than others in the valley,
plus you’re supporting your town’s
suppliers.
WATER

The tap water of Guardia Sanframondi is
potable for the main part of the year. The hot
summer months might be the exception,
especially if you’re new to the zone and so not
acclimatised to the local bacteria. Suffice to say
the old town’s plumbing is not state-of-the-art.
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Occasionally the tap water will have a lot of
sediment, and will be cloudy and aerated.
Always ask around, or speak to the municipio
(town hall) to check if you should be avoiding
drinking it, if it looks unusual.
The water here contains large amounts calcare
(limescale) which is relatively harmless, but
which will happily stain anything metallic,
ceramic, etc. which it comes into contact with;
persistent
dusty
white
patches
cover
everywhere that water splashes. It’s best to
deal with limescale in your drinking water by
using a filter - I bought my Brita Maxtra filter in
Lidl in Telese, and I order my cartridges online.
If you use a kettle and boil water for tea, this is
particularly important, as limescale can ruin
kettles (and pans).
For the cleaning of calcare, it’s advisable to use
a natural solution, like the incredible
bicarbonate-of-soda-and-vinegar trick: take one
cup of bicarb. of soda and mix it to a pourable
paste with water. Pour it down any drain, or into
your sink or washing machine. Let it sit for half
a minute or so, and then add two cups of
vinegar in quick succession. In a washing
machine, set to the rinse cycle, to clear the
vinegar.
A satisfying fizz will eat away the calcare,
without damaging the surfaces like scrubbing at
them would, and you can relax knowing that
you’re not throwing chemicals into a water
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course which likely enters the fields somewhere
below the town.
You can get fresh spring water via the various
fountains around the town. I’ve been told that
some of the fountains’ water is less wonderful
than others’. The more reliable and continually
flowing source is on the corner of the SS87 and
the SP11 (the main car road, downhill from the
tight part of the street; just where it does a
hairpin curve, and where you take the road to
Cerreto Sannita). It’s a big fountain with three
flowing taps, and at morning rush hour there
might even be a queue of folks filling up big
containers for working in the fields all day.
Bottled water is widely available, and is
relatively inexpensive.
THE MARKETS
Markets are the epitome of Italy’s endlesslyrepeating rhythm of gentle continuity. Every
town has some form of mercato, around which
most of the population take a walk each week,
particularly if it’s a weekend market. It’s a place
to be seen, and to exchange gossip, as well as
to stock up on the week’s groceries, or find a
bargain.
Most markets in the region set up between 7
and 8 am, and in the hot months, that first hour
is the most comfortable. They wind down
around 11.30 to 12 noon at the latest, often
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earlier in winter. Many stalls won’t come out
much over the colder months.
Guardia’s market is every Sunday, in the
Piazza Municipio (where the post office is) and
along the Via Parallela. It has a range of fruit
and veg, fish and dairy products, plants and
seedlings, plastic flowers, books (new and
second hand), make-up and toiletries, furniture,
bric-a-brac, household goods, and new and old
clothes, shoes, linen, etc.
You’ll notice that most folks are dressed up very
elegantly for market; some of them will have
come directly from church. The Sunday market
is a-buzz in the summer especially, where folks
linger away long hours just hanging out, being
seen and facendo chiacchierare (making chitchat/ gossip).
Nearby Telese’s mercato has all of this and
more, as it’s much bigger. It runs on a Saturday
morning. In Telese you’ll also find a series of
very-small-scale farmers, some of them
genuinely organic (I buy from Piera), who sell
their freshly-picked, locally sourced, in season
produce. Things like honey and eggs are also
found here - the former in season, the latter
only very early in the morning. The best
produce sells out quickly, like eggs.
In the right season, you’ll also find wild food like
asparagus and mushrooms - porcini (boletus/
cep/ penny bun) are a speciality locally - you
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need a license to pick them, but try the chiodini
and pioppini too, as they’re stupendous.
Ask an elderly neighbour in the old town for
recipes - or the stall holder who sells you the
ingredients: Italiani love to tell you how a thing
should be cooked, and often have incredible
depth of wisdom about food. For example, with
local mushrooms, there is an art to cooking
them - some wonderful ways of frying with
peperoncini which alchemise the depth of taste.
If you ask around, you might also be fortunate
to acquire some delicious truffles (tartufi) which
grow in the mountainous forests of the zone.
These very occasionally turn up on the smallest
stalls at Telese market.
Guardia has one extra-special market per year,
which runs all day long, and is about twice the
usual size. It follows the end of the grape
harvest (la vendemmia) on the third Sunday in
October. This is the time when everyone has
sold their grapes and made their wine for the
year, and so are feeling flush and wanting to
celebrate.
HOUSEHOLD
There are several stores selling all manner of
general household stuffs, a couple of stores
selling white goods and appliances, and there
are also two large DIY (home improvement)
shops, all in the new part of the town.
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And so long as you don’t mind paying a little
extra for the luxury of having the items on your
doorstep, and are happy to take from a less
extensive choice of goods, you can mostly fill a
newly-acquired home. Many shops will provide
a fitting service, too, at little (sometimes even
zero) extra cost.
CLEANING
Cleaning is a big pastime, in all households in
Italy; it’s a source of pride, and expected of
everyone, that you should keep a well-mopped,
dust free, neatly-organised house. If you have a
shared corridor or common area with other
households, you’ll be expected to both keep it
clean and clutter-free, and to regularly sweep
and mop it, as per a rota with your neighbours.
Also note, that if you’re having your house
renovated whilst you’re absent, you should ask
your workers to clean up after themselves - it’s
very bad etiquette which is likely to earn you a
bad reputation with your neighbours, even
before you’ve met them properly.
For cleaning products, Deter Spin on the Corso
Umberto has an extensive range, and they refill
bottles, saving on plastic and cost.
They, the 50 centessimi shop (Via Parallela),
No Tengo Diner store (Via Municipio), and the
DIY stores also have lots of plastic items like
basins and buckets, mops and brushes. Some
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of the general stores, like Deco, and the smaller
ones further away from the centre of town, also
have a small range of such items.
HEATING/ FUEL
There are a variety of sources for gas bottles,
pellets, or wood, depending on the kind of
heating you have in your home. Both of the DIY
shops (home improvement store, ferramento)
have pellets and gas bottles, as do a couple of
other shops on the main streets - you’ll see the
stacked up bombole (gas bottles) outside, and
signs about pellet prices.
A bombola for an average-sized cooker costs
around €28, including delivery on foot to the old
town. Parts of the centro storico already have
mains gas (metano) facilities, and other streets
are having it put in. I’ve heard from some
reliable sources that both the installation charge
and the ongoing costs make it more expensive
than a bombola - depending how much you’re
using, or if you can afford to invest in it.
If you’ve never used gas bottles, don’t worry,
they’re totally safe! They just take a bit of
getting used to: make sure you have the correct
spanner (wrench) to disconnect and reconnect
them to your appliance, if your deliverer doesn’t
fit it for you. And you’ll need a lighter/ matches,
if there isn’t an automatic button to light the
flame on your heater or cooker.
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You can tell when a bottle is about to run out,
because the gas starts getting conspicuously
smelly. I highly recommend keeping two gas
bottles at all times - one to use, and one so as
not to get caught out when first finishes; it can
take up to a couple of days to coordinate a
delivery, if it’s a weekend or holiday.
Pellet prices can vary, but are usually upwards
of €4. They can be delivered, as can wood, but
usually only a large amount, and possibly not to
some locations in the medieval quarter. You’ll
likely need a good trolley (carrello), to avoid
straining yourself, if you live up or down many
steps.
For lighting a fire, if you’re lucky enough to have
a functioning chimney, old newspapers can be
requested
from
the
local newsagents
(tabacchi), or you can get cardboard on the
days when the recycling pick-up happens
(currently a Tuesday): it’s left in piles outside
many businesses.
If you don’t already have skill in working a
fireplace, see the instructions starting on p.90.
There’s at least one chimney sweep in the town
- though if you have a very tall chimney (like,
several floors) and/ or it is not straight up-anddown (quite common), you might be advised to
use the chemicals designed for burning out any
build-up from your lum. See p.90 for full
information on this subject.
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DIY
The two main DIY (Do-It-Yourself or home
improvement) shops in Guardia are wellequipped with an extensive range of basic
building and restoration needs - unless you’re
after e.g. an unusual size of sink plug, you’re
likely to be able to source most of what you
need, or to have it ordered.
For the past 6 yrs, I’ve been using both the two
main ferramenti for all my restoration needs;
from stucco and wall paint, to shelves and door
knobs, screws and nails to lightbulbs and so on.
They also stock things like nice lamps and
kitchen paraphernalia, a small range of furniture
and garden furniture, and a variety of plastic
sheeting and other useful items.
There are also both paint and agriculture
specialist shops too, which have a fabulous
range of more unusual items for specific jobs.
LAUNDRY
There are a couple of lavanderie (laundries):
one just off the Piazza Municipio (where it
reaches Via Parallela), and the other down the
bottom of town, on the Strada Nazionale
Fontanella. They will wash everything up to
large duvets (comforters/ quilts), but there isn’t
a DIY laundromat. Again, Deter Spin is fabulous
for refills and all sorts of laundry related items from bicarbonate of soda to washing baskets.
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CLOTHES
Guardia has a good selection of clothing and
shoe
stores,
though
they’re
relatively
conservative - most of them on the main
streets, one on the Via Parallela, and one is
hidden next to La Meridiana in P. Mercato.
There’s a lovely underwear shop (La Farfalla;
on your left as you enter the Piazza Municipio)
which has a great range of nice quality lingerie,
if you’re looking for a treat.
FLEA MARKETS
As a foreigner with a penchant for delicious old
fabrics of all kinds, rural Italy is like a gold mine,
where there’s literally no market yet for
recycling and retro. All the best granny
treasures are left for us eccentric foreigners!
In fact, there’s not much interest here for
anything old, as most folks just want rid of it,
and to replace it with something new and shiny
and/ or ‘Mad In Cheena’ (yes - that phrase took
me a while to decipher too: Italian pronunciation
of Made In China).
Whilst this means you won’t find the
proliferation of charity shops (thrift stores) which
the north of Europe has, it also means that we
have a window of opportunity to glean some
wonderful gems at very low prices. Guardia is a
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fabulous base for folks looking for retro and
very-well-made stuffs.
For example, there’s a lot of handmade
needlework - some of it very fine - which you
can find on the linen stalls. And there are tons
of old furs in winter, many old (and some
modern) designer-made items, leather bags,
fancy shoes, hats.
The markets are a haven for folks like myself
who adore rummaging for hours through a
glorious wealth of every kind of fabric. And
within an hour’s drive there are much bigger
towns with even more delights in their markets,
though closer to Naples and Rome, folks are
more savvy about the value of things.
TROLLEYS
Even if you’re not planning to regularly carry big
loads in and out of the old town, a wheeled
carrello (trolley/ cart) of some type is pretty
essential. Depending on how many steps lead
to/ around your abode, you may require a soft2-wheeled one. The ferramento can order one
in for you - and the best kind, which has
pneumatic tyres are currently around €40 or
€50.
A smaller carrello, like a tall, square-cornered
bag on wheels, is part of many folks’ market
shopping equipment. Even if, in your own
culture, only elderly ladies make use of them 61

they do wonders taking the strain off of your
back when you come home laden with tinned
tomatoes.
OTHER SHOPS
There is one stationary and book store, which
also sells school supplies, art, make-up, ink
cartridges (cartucce) for some printers, folders,
writing pads, pens, pencils.
Some of the cantinas (wineries) in town have
outlets where you can buy your wine direct. You
can also take an empty bottle to be refilled
there - or to one of the many ‘old-fashioned’
bars in town (I call them Old Men Bars), and get
it filled up for an extremely reasonable price.
Similarly, there are a couple of frantoio in town,
where you can buy olive oil directly from the
press: in season - end of Oct and into Nov - that
is really not to be missed: seeing the olives
pressed before your very eyes, and pouring rich
green into a bottle.
There are two kinds of pharmacy (farmacia) in
Italy - one which sells more herbal remedies
and nature-inspired items, the other which is a
pharmaceutical outlet, and which also sells
veterinary-related items. Both have a bright
green neon sign above their doors, and both
are on the main road, right in the centre of
town.
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NB: guarantees, no matter how clear the fine
print, and no matter how recently you
purchased the item, might not be honoured in
the way you’d expect, according to consumer
rights laws. If you get a refund for something
obviously defective, you’ll be very lucky - you’re
far more likely to be offered a wait of up to a
month or so, for the item to be sent away for
testing. It’s all part of life in Italy and really, they
make up for it by all the added extras and great
service.
SHOPPING ONLINE
A selection of the items which I order online:
printing paper and card, art supplies, water filter
cartridges, ink refills for my printer, organic
essential oils (though a small range is available
in Farmanatura just up from the town hall),
English-speaking books and newspapers.
Usually they get here in good time and without
any fiddle-faff but that is because I know the
couriers, and they have my phone number to
call me before they arrive in the piazza nearest
my house.
When you buy anything to be delivered, and
especially if you have a house deeper in the
centro storico, don’t expect them to just turn up
at your door miraculously: always add a note to
your order, with an Italian cell phone number or
fixed line, to call you when they’re arriving.
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And don’t be surprised if a 48 hr courier service
turns into a week-long waiting game, what with
half days and weekends and festivals and them
not finding your house and the phone signal not
working...
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CHAPTER FOUR

CAFFÉ?
If there’s one thing which ties all moments
together in Italy, it's coffee: the neatly-tailored
stitching which binds the day as beautifully as a
Milan-made suit. The brown-black bean,
blazoned on billboards and cups and TV
screens
and
newspapers,
unignorably
omnipresent.
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When you become immersed in the Italian
culture, it’s easy to see why it has been so
passionately embraced as the national drink: it
enhances perfectly the intensity of character
and expression, and punctuates the activities of
the day so appropriately. It gives extra definition
to all things in an average Italian day, like the
contrast got turned up. Italia without caffé is
literally unimaginable, because everyone is so
accustomed to it being there, fuelling each and
every moment.
COFFEE AS PUNCTUATION
Coffee breaks are used throughout the day to
pace the work load nicely, to take the strain out
of it, and to pep everyone up for the next push.
If you’re used to the rhythm of a non-Italian
work day, the pace here might seem literally
snail-like.
Almost everyone you meet for the first time will
want to begin the dialogue with a coffee break,
and the work day will be interrupted at the most
inopportune times, as everyone traipses out to
the bar. This might take from as little as 10
minutes, to as much as an hour, depending on
who is bumped into, and the importance of the
chit-chat.
CHE COSA?!
Whichever country you originate from, the
chances are that what you consider the perfect
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coffee will not be how it’s viewed in Italy! A
‘normal’ coffee here consists of a couple of
centimetres of dark dense liquid, most often
loaded with sugar. E basta (and, stop).
Apart from the obvious classic cappuccino,
many other coffees, despite having the same
name as your culture allots to them, will be
different. Rather than going into the
complexities of variations between cities, zones
of Italy, and even individual bars, all who might
have their own unique interpretations of what
they think and American or UK visitor might
mean, I’ll just point out a couple of glaring
differences:
The most frustrating aspect for some stranieri
on arriving, is that they can’t get a big mug with
the coffee watered down, and then cream
added. Don’t even go there - this is an insult to
the fine art of coffee-making, in a land where
the revered liquid is respected only in its
traditional forms.
However, if you make friends with your barista
(bar person), or the family who run your
favourite bar, if you attend frequently, and
behave politely, you might be able to convince
them to make it just how you are used to. My
favourite place (Gepino’s, on the main road,
right next to the town hall) does a lovely large
caffé latte to my own specific requirements,
after I eventually elaborated a detailed
description of exactly what I was after.
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I recommend just explaining what size of glass
you want, how many shots of coffee, how much
milk and whether it needs to be hot or cold, and
so on. You can’t get away with that at every
bar, every time, without causing a big fuss, but
your locale should eventually be up for it, if you
request in a respectful manner.
In Guardia, most barista, after you visit the bar
a few times, will know how you like your coffee
and croissant in the morning, so may greet you
with ‘di solito?’ - ‘the usual?’
The map on p.79 details the bars (coffee shops)
in town, at the time of going to press.
BREAKFAST
Not only the ubiquitous coffee, but cake and
liquor, beer and pizza for breakfast?! Only in
Italy! The tradition of popping out for that dark
inch of rocket-fuel, almost religiously practised,
is more like a party, and contrasts hugely with
my own culture of quietly waking up at the
kitchen table.
The day is begun here with everyone out and
about super-early, getting stoked for the day
with sugar, caffeine, an occasional croissant
cornetto and lots of feisty banter. You stand at
the bar, sip rapidly whilst it’s piping hot, and
listen to all that is new: politics, weather, gossip,
health of neighbours. It’s a splendid means of
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keeping in tune with the community, of setting
up the day.
The classic is caffè corretto (‘corrected’ coffee!)
or con anice - souped-up with a liquor made
from star anise - it’ll either put a fire under you,
or knock you out, depending on the season and
your sensitivity!
Coffee in Italy is almost always served with a
beaker of water, which I’ve been told is actually
for cleaning your palate - so you can appreciate
the unadulterated flavour of the coffee - rather
than to rehydrate from the caffeine.
Guardia is rather particolare in that you’re likely
to meet folks also drinking alcohol during these
fine hours around sun-up. Drinking for anything
other than a very mild buzz is unusual in this
part of the world, but here it’s pretty ubiquitous,
specifically before folks head out to work in the
vineyards, and more so to warm up
(riscaldamento) in the winter.
You might encounter anything from the basic
house wine, to beer and brandy being shared
around and thrown back enthusiastically of a
morning. And, if you’re a male foreigner, it’s
possible you’ll be pulled over to join the men,
with much back-slapping and jollity.
The Old Boys here take great delight in
monkeying around, getting husbands into
trouble with their wives, by luring them off for a
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random pub crawl - be prepared, especially
when the brandy comes out before breakfast!
‘OFFRO IO’
‘Ti posso offrire qualcosa?’ is a phrase which
pops up a lot in the bar. It means ‘can I offer
you something?’ and is usually an offer to pay
for your coffee. Because of the great generosity
of the Guardia people, over all the years I’ve
been here, I’ve probably only ever paid for
around 30% of my breakfasts.
Buying someone a coffee is a lovely gesture,
and as much a delight to give as to receive; it
should be accepted and acknowledged, but
subtly.
Single women: stay alert for letchy types who
are looking for a doorway into bothering you it’s a good idea to draw the boundary and say
‘Grazie ma l’ho già pagato’ (thank you, but I’ve
already paid) - they might use buying you a
coffee as a reason to hang on and pester you,
or think that they’re accumulate some sort of
letching credit by buying your brekky each day.
Nip it in the bud, with a ‘thanks but no thanks’.
As a newcomer, when you might not yet have
any harvest excess to share with your fellow
cittadini, it’s probably the least-offensive way of
giving or returning respect. It’s easy to give the
wrong vibe, if you respond to their gifting
generosity by buying them something they may
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not have a use for, but coffee is a guaranteed
winner if they’re arriving at the bar.
CHIACCHIERARE
Chiacchierare (chatting) is another literally
national sport, which works in joyful harmony
with coffee drinking. It is accompanied with
blasting voices and laughter, and much
gesticulation, all of which are amplified
according to the degree that the caffeine has
kicked in.
If there were ever a more perfect partnership, I
don’t know what it might be: people step out
brightly onto the pavement, buzzing with coffee
and news, and practically jog off to their work. I
think this is where the efficiency of Italian
culture comes from: those minutes and hours
after the coffee, where ideas spring forth, and
are bandied about enthusiastically.
The coffee acts as the fuel, and the
camaraderie as the flames: a vibrant alchemy
ensues, and things get done. Quickly. At least
until the caffeine wears off, and the dip in
concentration and enthusiasm arrives - by then,
the day tends to unravel, and everything melds
into that organic chaos which foreigners find so
frustrating.
CAPPUCCINO
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Cappuccino is usually served only in the
morning, but because Guardia is used to a
steady flow of eccentric foreigners (who don’t
understand the importance of rigidity in diet and
habit), they’re often up for making you milky
coffees at any time of the day or night. You
might even get a cappuccino in a restaurant,
though you must ask very politely, and not
assume it should be available.
CROISSANTS
At the time of going to press, there is only one
bar in town where you can get fresh handmade
croissants cornetti along with your perfect
morning coffee, and that’s Gepino’s. The others
all serve up bought-in ones, which are reheated
on premises. Get there very early if you want
them fresh out of the oven, and at least before
9.30, before they sell out.
You can also get wonderful fresh croissants
from some of the bakeries, but my favourites
are from the small general store at the top of
Via Roma (next to P. Castello): you have to ask
for them, as they’re behind the counter, and
again, they sell out quickly.
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CHAPTER FIVE

MAPS
Just after I moved to Guardia in 2009, the
popular
online
map
provider
Google
inexplicably replaced their ‘almost accurate’
map of the centro storico with an absurd mashup of Google car footage and satellite
photography projections. The resulting hoo-ha
means that the centro storico you see online
really doesn’t represent the physicality of the
place.
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This has been a bugbear as much for people
who live in the centro storico as for visitors
here. Delivery vans won’t even try to enter the
labyrinth, and it’s easier to just meet visitors in
one of the main piazzas, then to refer them to a
map online.
I hope that as a community, we might
eventually utilise Google’s correction facility,
street-by-street, to redraw the old town more
accurately. But there is at least one good online
map: I prefer the Michelin one (viamichelin.it),
as it has many roads which are missing or
mistakenly named on the Google map.
Also, the municipio now have a great leaflet in
English, with a good, accurate, general map of
the town, with the important churches and
fountains on.
These following maps I’ve drawn are to help
you find where the key essentials are, which
aren’t on other maps, down to bank machines
and bars. There are three maps: the first is for
general orientation, the second shows
restaurants, galleries, studios, B&Bs and
churches, and the third shows grocery stores,
bars, bakeries, fountains.

MAP 1: GENERAL ORIENTATION - overleaf:
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MAP 2: RESTAURANTS, B&Bs, GALLERIES,
STUDIOS, CHURCHES - opposite:
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MAP 3: GROCERY STORES, BARS, BAKERIES,
FOUNTAINS, opposite:
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CHAPTER SIX

SEASONS
There’s an old Scandinavian saying often
quoted in my culture; “there’s no such thing as
bad weather, just inappropriate clothing”. I don’t
know how many people I’ve heard say ‘I only
brought summer clothes - I didn't think it'd be
cold’, but you’re in for a big shock if you think
that Italy is like you see on the TV all year
round! If you're coming here ‘off-season’ as it
were, then do your research, check weather
reports and, above all, bring layers.
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All weather is relative (to what you’re used to).
Guardia lies at around 450 metres above sea
level. It is mostly south-facing, and is protecting
above by a precipitous rocky hill. It is exposed
to the west and the east, which means that in
the summer it gathers the heat, and in the
winter it is blasted by whatever weather comes
along, as the prevailing winds and weather
direction is from the west. The town is also to
the west and north of two extensive mountain
ranges, which are wild and mostly uninhabited,
meaning fresh air and clean rain.
As with many zones of the world, the European
weather systems are much less predictable
these years, and so you really want to be
prepared for anything, particularly between say
October and March/ April.
Generally, the climate here is favourable for the
cultivation of grapes for wine, and olives for
olive oil. There are also a great variety of fruits
and vegetables grown on the slopes and
terraces of this side of the valley. Cows and
goats, sheep and horses, are grazed nearby,
almost all of them for milk, cheese and meat,
and bees are kept for honey.
Summers are hot, winters are cold. As a
northern European, anything going on weatherwise down here is preferable to the west coast
of Scotland, any time of the year. But
increasingly erratic world weather patterns
mean that previously milder winters and idyllic
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summers have been overtaken by random
extremes of harsh storms and occasional
baking drought - even severe flooding as the
Telesina valley experienced in autumn, 2015.
Despite all this, the town is always whole lot
cooler in summer than it is in the coastal and
city areas of the region, so many Neapolitans
and Romans come up here for the pleasant
summer climate.
Seasons tend to move rather abruptly from one
to the next. My preferred time is the end of the
summer, through September and October,
whilst the grape and then olive harvest is in
swing: the light is glorious, the air fresh and
rich, and the colours are just a delight to the
eye and heart, looking out over the activity in
the fields which has been sustaining the town
for millennia.
Every few years, the area has a long cold spell,
which can mean howling winds around the
centro storico’s tight streets for extended
periods, and even a week or three of snow and
ice. In freezing weather the smooth stone steps
become treacherously slippery, but the recent
years have seen volunteers and local council
out in force, merrily shovelling snow and laying
down grit and salt.
The centro storico is a series of microclimates,
piled up on top of each other. How your house
is affected by the weather is likely to be unique,
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and it’ll be affected (again, uniquely), by the
houses and streets surrounding it.
For example, heavy storms (which have
become more common in winter and summer)
can see the old town’s narrow cobbles deep in
fast-flowing streams, and not always of the
cleanest water, as the flood gathers up all street
waste which has accumulated, and leaves it in
corners once the temporary river subsides.
So the more you understand about
microclimates (your house’s, and the town’s
and region’s), the more harmoniously you can
subsist here. Simple things like the prevailing
wind, and how water-tight your aboveneighbours’ roofing is, are vital knowledge
which will help you make the most of your
medieval abode.
There’s no reason why you shouldn’t be
gloriously comfortable in all seasons, enjoying
the natural ambience of the old town. Guardia’s
medieval quarter was created back in the times
when deep intuition was an integral part of the
everyday. Builders were conscious of year-onyear effects of climate, and so they chose very
auspicious
positioning,
and
intelligent
structures, both to be safe and secure, and to
live as comfortably as was possible.
The foundations of the old town are built directly
onto and into the rocks. This means that there
can be multiple micro-climates in one house (or
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one room!) It’s important to know how the
building you’ll be staying in reacts to the
weather.
Many of the old houses have little need for airconditioning in summer or heating in winter, as
the ambient geothermal temperature regulates
the house, making it comfortable year-round.
Equally, some have had modern extensions or
adjustments, which might be more about looks
than comfort. It’s great if you can talk directly
with people who’ve actually lived in the house
before you decide to invest, so they can advise
on such matters.
For example, the ancient architecture of
Guardia’s old town is very particular in terms of
water movements. If you have a house with an
underground basement, or even with your back
wall set into the bedrock, you’re likely to have
significant movement of moisture, or even flow
of waters, from rain seepage through rocks.
Then there’s the medieval plumbing: none of
the oldest buildings had indoor plumbing put in
when they were built, and many are still using
the ancient terracotta pipes, which leach a fair
amount of liquid into the stone over long
periods - par for the course, and at least the
rocks filter most of the dirt out of it...
Your house might have both ancient and
modern tubing, and it might contain your tubes,
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your next-door neighbours’ above, your
neighbours’ above them, and so on, plus public
drains (often blocked) and fountains nearby. It’s
best to be on good speaking terms with
neighbours all round, and to be in touch with
the municipio, so you can navigate any
difficulties arising. There are current plans for
re-laying street drains in several key centro
storico strade, so watch out for that happy
improvement.
INSETTI
In terms of biting insects, Guardia has two
particularly bothersome ones which are prolific
in hot months, and which are likely to disturb
your happy enjoyment of the town. Zanzare
tigre tiger mosquitoes, and biting gnats/ no-seeums, known as moscerini (a term which refers
to many small flying insects): both leave itchy
spots, and bite passionately. Also, the tiger
mosquito can and does carry some unpleasant
infections, so it’s best to avoid becoming overbitten, by covering legs and avoiding the more
insect-busy hours around dusk and in still
weather.
As for the bedroom: don’t be lured into the idea
that a mosquito net or zanzariera is a solution.
Yes, it’ll keep out the large, stripy-legged tiger
mosquitoes, but you’re still going to become a
sweaty gnat-bitten pile of frustration by dawn.
The gnats get in, and then can’t (or don’t want
to) get out. Plus the net heats up what might
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already be a rather uncomfortably hot room: the
smaller the holes in the net are, the less air can
move around, but the larger the holes, the more
insects get through.
The most efficient solution in my experience is
an electric insect-o-cutor. You can buy these in
either of the hardware stores in town. I
recommend a larger one, especially if you have
large rooms, or want to leave your windows
open.
The second best choice is a plug-in liquid
contraption, which emanates a vapour; not the
best thing to be breathing in, but preferable to
being kept awake every night. These last for a
few weeks, if they’re on every night.
Both of these solutions can be supported by
intelligent opening and closing of windows and
doors at appropriate times. The best time to
open windows and let in fresh air is from dawn,
up until when the sun starts raising the
temperature and waking up the insects.
You can also protect your windows with thin,
light curtains, which will stop large flies and
blue-bottles from buzzing around your rooms in
an annoying manner.
REGULATING TEMPERATURES
In the super-heat of midsummer, folks tend not
to go out in the middle of the day: a long siesta
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is the ultimate solution to the potent sun at
midday. This splits the working (or holidaying)
day into two neat sections, and usually works
best with a very early rise and late retiring to
bed. (From June through to September it is the
norm to be eating a long, late meal, and going
to bed after midnight.)
The advice here on keeping cool/ warm is
based on the old town buildings, particularly on
the multi-storey ones which are built partly into
the rocks. It might seem pedantic advice, but
understanding how the microclimates of a
medieval house work can make the difference
between a joyful relaxing stay, and being
tortured by nature in your own home.
As already mentioned, many of the older
houses in the centro storico are intelligently
constructed to provide a comfortable ambient
temperature year-round. They were made
intuitively by people who had an intimate
interrelationship with nature - per forza (they
had to have) - and who knew how to maximise
and minimise how the weather and
temperatures affected the buildings.
For
example,
the
stable
geo-thermal
temperature keeps all the underground rooms
both cooler in summer and warmer in winter,
than the front and upper rooms of the old town.
Those of us with cellars deeper in the bowels of
the town are happy and cool, whilst others
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sweat terribly in modern buildings outside of the
medieval quarter.
It’s tempting to imagine that letting the outside
air into the house would be the best in the
summer, but truly, the houses work best when
you listen to the microclimates, and understand
how your house literally breathes in and out.
Apart from in the super-hot peak of summer,
the early hours (between dawn and around
9am) are cooler and totally insect-free, so the
opening doors-and-windows routine in this ‘safe
time’ will keep the house much more
comfortable on all levels.
As in the summer, the house temperature can
be regulated in the coldest months, by leaving
doors and windows wide open on the warmest
hours of sunny days. My first winter in Guardia
didn’t necessitate any fire-lighting at all.
If you’re lucky enough to inherit a fireplace with
your home, it can be a joy to have, so long as
you’re aware of how it works, and where it exits
your or your upper neighbours’ house (mine
goes up through 4 floors). It’s important that you
know where your chimney exits above, so you
can check that it’s not bothering other people,
and whether or not it can be accessed in an
emergency, or for maintenance (i.e. mine can’t,
as it is above a rickety roof).
Many chimneys in the old town have been
added later on to the houses, literally by
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knocking holes through floors and ceilings, and
setting pipes up the side of rooftop terraces,
however many floors up. Outer tubes are often
made of asbestos, and should be treated with
extreme care. Many chimneys haven’t been
maintained for many years, even decades, and
might be a danger to properties above or to the
side of you.
Before lighting your first fire in a longabandoned fireplace, always make sure you’ve
done a test: burn a small amount of paper or
some incense, just to check if the smoke is
drawn upwards or not.
Be sensible about the practicalities of using an
open fire, especially if you have never used one
before. Test it and/ or clean it first, then be alert
during the first times you set a fire. Make sure it
dies down at night, and have a fire guard
around it, even if you pop out of the room for
just a few minutes.
Depending on how long your house has been
abandoned, it’s likely to require a good
sweeping (there is at least one traditional
chimney sweep in town, ask for Antonio
Campanile along the Via Leonardo in the heart
of the medieval quarter, tel. 328 312 3769).
If the chimney is too high, and cannot be
brushed clean, a simple chemical cleaning
substance is available in the hardware
(ferramento) stores: a small tub of white powder
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which you burn on a well-stoked fire, which
helps release the build-up on the walls of the
chimney pipe. Again, chemicals are never the
best choice, but if it’s the only way you can
clean the chimney, it’s essential for avoiding
chimney fires.
For those of you who are new to open
fireplaces, here’s a simple guide:
HOW TO MAKE A FIRE
You need:
dry paper (old-fashioned newspaper is best)
dry small sticks (often found under trees)
dry large sticks (look in the many building sites)
a lighter or box matches
a large sheet of card or paper, around the size
of the opening to your fireplace.
Method:
a. Scrunch up the paper, and set it in the
middle-back of your fireplace, in a mound.
b. Set the small sticks around the mound of
paper, in a cone shape; a circle pointing
upwards, meeting in a peak. Leave a small
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opening like a tiny doorway, at the front of the
structure.
c. Set the large sticks/ pieces of wood in a
circular cone, around the small sticks, leaving a
similar tiny ‘doorway’, so you can light the paper
from the front.
d. Put your lighter or match to the paper,
through the wee ‘doorway’ you made.
e. If the chimney is not yet warmed, particularly
at the start of the colder weather, you may find
that the smoke won’t ‘pull’ up the chimney. This
can also be made worse if it is windy weather or
if your doors or windows are open. To
encourage the fire to ‘draw’, hold a large piece
of card or newspaper across the front of it for
half a minute or so, depending on the size of
your fireplace and chimney.
f. Take the piece of card away once the fire
appears to be self-sustaining - you’ll hear it roar
once it’s strong enough - and be careful not to
allow it to catch light!
NB: it’s very useful to have some sort of cover
for the opening of your fireplace, which you can
easily attach and detach; this helps prevent ash
and soot from entering your room when the fire
isn’t in use. It can also be used to help the fire
draw, as described in steps e) and f) above.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MONEY
AND GIFTING
The southern Mediterranean, unlike northern
Europe or North America, has both a
particularly relaxed attitude around money, and
yet a strong expectation of how it should be
shared around; very different from the neat
transaction (with written and unwritten
guarantees) of other cultures.
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For most foreigners just arriving here, the most
noticeable difference will be lack of clarity
around purchasing anything; a general
fuzziness - a less concrete sense both of how
much you’re paying, and what/ when/ if you’re
getting in return.
The relationship with money in this part of the
world can be understood by looking at the
culture of gifting and sharing. The strong family
and community values (supported by the
stability of the Catholic church) has a huge
influence on all forms of commerce and
allocation here. And this is even further
emphasised by the eastern and African
influences in the south of Italy.
The giving of gifts and the expectation of
something over and above the goods you’re
paying for, can be the source of much
confusion and stress for foreigners, and has
unfortunately caused more than a couple of
serious fall outs in Guardia since folks began
arriving en masse from abroad - between
stranieri and locals!
So here are a few thoughts about the complex
interconnectedness of people and money here,
which might help iron out some kinks in localforeigner trading:
Firstly, Guardia has a particularly exaggerated
culture of generosity. And not just because it’s
everyday practise here, but also because the
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Guardiesi are genuinely excited and grateful
that you’ve come all this way and brought all
that you’re bringing to the town - the new
energy and cultural exchange, the refreshing
variety of story and insight.
The Guardia people love that you’re helping
restore the old town, and breathing life into the
collective. In return they’ll bestow upon you all
manner of generosity. You’re likely to be
inundated with invites and presents, meals and
wine, produce and home-made items, from the
moment you land. This is also normale, as
people feel the strong calling to care for
strangers, for anyone who has made the long
journey to visit their previously-rather-quieter
town: there’s a great deal of beautiful mothering
energy here - abundance of the sacred
feminine, and the custom of nourishing and
supporting everyone - especially strangers who
need a lift up.
This openness and welcoming is one of the
best things about coming to Guardia! On the
whole it is done selflessly, and with a genuine
want to love and support the other person.
There are a few slightly less altruistic ways of
giving presents however, which it’s good just to
be alert to, especially if you’re a woman:
The flip side of being given gifts, explained in
more depth below, is the sense of binding
which it implies: this can mean something as
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harmless (though potentially aggravating) as a
nosy neighbour plying you with cake, in order to
gain entry to your life and business... but then
not leaving you alone to enjoy your peace and
quiet in your new home, and insisting on
chatting away endlessly, even if you can’t follow
what they’re saying. (Italians often don’t
understand anyone’s need for silence and
solitude, in fact, they see it as a kind of malady
from which you need cured, and can’t help from
coming round to keep you company.)
One to watch out for, is when less reputable
men offer a present to a woman, but expect
some sort of privilege in return: e.g. the use of
fruit (watch out for fichi!) as a gift by men can
have the connotation of expecting to be allowed
to enter your house, and or to letch on you. This
is usually by older males, who associate
‘foreign woman’ with ‘loose woman’ - who
knows why, perhaps they watch too much TV.
But it’s relatively straightforward to nip that in
the bud, with assertive ‘assolutamente, NO’
(absolutely not) and a firm ‘stop’ hand gesture.
On the whole, interpersonal boundaries here
are quite easy to set, though it takes practise if
you’re not used to being abrupt. Particularly for
British people: being our usual passiveapologetic can result in all kinds of
misunderstandings
and
expectations.
Particularly for women, I’d say it’s better to be
seen as someone with too many boundaries,
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than as someone who can be easily pushed
into uncomfortable situations.
Talking of which; then there are more serious
transactions and resulting gifting, which can get
more complicated, the more money involved.
Situations in which any one person has
introduced a buyer to a seller might contain the
expectation of an unspoken right to a ‘finder’s
fee’ from the seller. This is more expected in
regards to larger items, like cars or houses. And
just having made the introduction, no more,
might arouse this anticipation.
The gift in this case is directly related to the
concept of the Italian ‘accordo’ (agreement); a
meeting in the middle, in any discourse or
operation - the finding of a solution which works
for both parties, whether it takes an hour or a
decade. Italians love to talk around a subject,
rather than getting to the point: they often take
the most circuitous route as a kind of passing of
time, rather than the more efficient path to any
goal. This can be infuriating for folks who are
accustomed to direct problem solving.
Anyways, the regalo (gift) might be interpreted
by an outside as baksheesh, though usually it’s
not being manipulated in the way a backhander
is: the scheming salesperson demanding his or
her pockets be filled, because they’re providing
a link which you could never access on your
own. But here in south Italy, the gift is more
about sharing the abundance: a righteous
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gesture - a kind of socialist tax on the newfound wealth of someone who just sold
something.
Where it’s done correctly, the ‘finder’s fee’ is
given willingly by the person who has sold the
item, to the person who made the introduction.
The buyer is not involved. Rather than being
about the profit, and the ‘finder’ demanding a
right to cream off of that profit, it’s more about
all parties understanding the inherent value of
the connection which has been made. And
celebrating it, together.
From my own cultural perspective, the offering
is also a kind of binding together - a way of
tying all parties both to each other, and into the
exchange - like, keeping it in the family, or ‘I
scratch your back, so you might want to scratch
mine’. And perhaps it functions better than a
written guarantee, as it also commits the ‘finder’
to a kind of guardian role, which can involve all
sorts of subtle and practical support throughout
and beyond the trajectory of the sale.
Particularly with houses, the full sale and
paperwork can take over a year, from
compromessa (initial contract, describing the
sale) to final atto (closing paperwork). And with
so many houses being sold in Guardia, this kind
of gifting has had a key role in transactions
being made: a monetary reward is woven into
every sale.
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Occasionally, gifting related to larger items (like
houses) is less of a happy boon - especially
when it is manipulated by unscrupulous folks,
trying to both force the ‘gift’ to their advantage,
and to hoover up all the gifting going on. Rather
than seeing the gift as something freely given,
they demand a higher fee than should be
expected, and use it as a means of getting a
foothold in the business of all parties involved.
This is where the ground gets muddy around
what is just normale and what is, frankly,
mafiosa-like behaviour. Being close to Naples
and towns where the camorra are a much more
solid part of the infrastructure, it’s not
uncommon to hear folks allude to anything from
crafty (furbo) behaviour (meaning someone’s
relatively innocent acquiring of profit) to your
classic ladro (thief) or serpente tactics (which
can be more sinister . more of a dubious power
dynamic).
Some folks pride themselves on their
particularly impressive skill in furbo, and might
brag about how they are much more like the
Napoletani, less like the locals - much more wily
and able to outwit everyone else. I highly
recommend steering clear of anyone who
alludes to that, because more often than not, as
a foreigner, you will be included on the list of
people which the wily one wants to take
advantage of.
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There is much sport made of taking folks for a
ride; the most furbo are rubbing their hands in
glee at such a great flow of relatively-wide-eyed
innocents who are coming to town. Most of this
kind of business is opportunistic, but there are
at least a couple of folks - you’ll find out by
asking amongst the international community taking more systematic advantage of the big
interest in property in Guardia, and the initial
window of opportunity, being able to hook into
the excitement and naivety of foreigners.
Some have tried inserting additional ‘taxes’ and
fees, where it isn’t the custom to charge them.
These costs will be handed down to the buyer,
whereas the tradition is for the gifting to be
made by the seller to the ‘finder’, with
absolutely no extra expense to the buyer.
There has also been a lot of heavy-handedness
with folks trying to sell their houses; a use of
unnecessary pressure, on both the ex-homeowners, and potential buyers. Be assured that
this is universally frowned-upon as unethical
comportamento (behaviour), and there are
plenty of people here to support you, if you’re
confronted with manipulation of any variety.
There’s also a phenomenon of some
businesses beginning to raise prices well above
the market value - offering a ‘special friend’
package to new arrivals in Guardia. This is a
fab mutually-beneficial relationship, when it’s a
fair exchange of goods, services, time, etc. But
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there are more than a few transactions where
it’s evident that new folks are being ripped off.
Many foreigners are happy to pay prices which
to them (even though they’re completely
inflated for here) are a ton cheaper than where
they come from. Plus it’s great to have a
‘special friend’ and feel part of a family when
you’ve just arrived.
However the long-term effects of both
manipulation and raising of price will hit the
locals, and will eventually create serious
tensions amongst those who actually live here,
and those using the place as a holiday
destination.
Exploitation of the generous nature of gifting
also creates a ghettoization of wealth: rather
than the movement of stranieri being a win-winwin situation for the whole community, a couple
of families and their close affiliates scoop up the
excess of boon, and leave the rest of the town
out in the cold. Again, this pulls the collective
out of balance, as opposed to the positive
sharing effect of the original gifting custom: it
sets up a negative competitive consumerism
cycle, which isn’t the most welcome of foreign
imports.
Folks arriving dall’estero (from abroad) might
think it’s all positive to help their new friends
earn lots more money, get more savvy about
‘the modern world’. But what makes Guardia
such a gem, is that it still has one foot in older,
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deeper values; those of responsibility and
cooperation, sharing and looking after each
other (as opposed to a race to the top, pushing
everyone else out of the way). Helping impose
the aggressive materialist model is a sure way
to ruin all that has drawn us here, and all that
makes Guardia a truly magical place.
To summarise, in general it’s advisable to not
have assumptions around interactions with
money. Keeping everything out in the open and
above board, will avoid you landing in a mire.
The subtle delicacies of the average negotiation
would be hard enough even if you were familiar
with customs and language, but without them,
you are guaranteed to lose out.
For example, when house-hunting, ask for all
fees to be written down before you agree to a
sale: there is no reason to have an unexpected
charge come, after you’ve committed.
When buying larger items, make sure you have
anything second-hand checked over by a
professional (perhaps twice, to be on the safe
side). And be aware that the more a person is
enthusiastically trying to convince you, the more
likely it is that they’re trying to pull you into a
dodgy deal.
Another Neapolitan tradition here, is that of
‘getting one over’ on the opposite party. It’s
expected by some less scrupulous folks, that
every transaction should have an element of
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taking advantage of the other person built into
it. The buyer might never even be aware of this,
but the trickster likes to revel in the knowledge
that they’ve stolen something - even better if
the other person didn’t see it, as this suggests
that the winning party has some sort of superior
skill in furbo (as mentioned earlier in this
chapter) which the buyer is too naive or stupid
to have picked up on - at least, in the mind of
the trickster.
This is another mischievous activity common
here which I suppose relieves the boredom of
living in a quiet town.
You might even find yourself being pulled into a
transaction in the capacity of accomplice, when
you understood that there was a kosher sale
happening, and that you were just helping make
a connection. Again, if you are ever in doubt
about any transaction, just ask around: check
with other foreigners and with locals, as to the
trustworthiness of the people you’re dealing
with, and if you’re still worried, seek a
professional opinion.
In terms of seeking legal advice, in some cases
it can be sensible to use a lawyer or financial
expert from outside Guardia altogether, to avoid
any blurry lines between who is in whose
pocket. There’s a lot of what my culture calls
‘turning a blind eye’ or ‘common practise’ here;
all manner of things which might surprise or
even horrify outsiders, in how illegal or morally
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unacceptable they might be to us, whilst to the
other party it’s like an everyday thing (e.g. to
want to do a large transaction ‘under the table’
so as to avoid paying their taxes). Do your
research, trust your gut, and make sure any
advice you take is from someone genuinely
neutral.
In all your adventures here, never be made to
feel guilty about seeking further advice, no
matter what is going on around you. There are
some subtle and some not-so-subtle uses of
manipulation on folks who don’t know the
customs or prices of things here, but there are
also plenty of folks who have been there before
you, and who’ll be happy to share their
experiences. There are some great groups and
a huge, worldwide network on social media see the list of groups on p.122.
Watch out for questionable practise of being
offered something which seems like you’re
being gifted it, but actually you’re charged later
on. Ask for clarity. As with being offered a lower
price for paying in cash - especially with
accommodation, you’re likely not to be insured
for any injury or incidents.
Finally: in Italy it’s illegal to pay for anything
€1,000 or more in cash: you must have
trackable source, registered digitally.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CULTURE
AND CHARACTER
All cultures can only be understood by
comparing them to another, contrasting culture:
the following points below stand out as the
more glaring distinctions for me, having been
raised in north-western Europe. I’ve already
mentioned some ideas about chauvinism, the
complexities of money, and some other aspects
of the culture which can be thought-provoking,
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now here’s a list of further characteristics to be
aware of.
If you plan to spend time in Guardia and
southern Italy, it’s important to accept cultural
differences not as faults but simply as different
paradigms - alternative perspectives. The
culture here is ancient, with deep roots, and our
interaction with it (as non-locals) will bring a
vibrant spectrum of outcomes. Our being here
might well rouse some friction, as often
happens in any place where a significant
number of expats congregate.
The town is a glorious blend of old and new; of
seemingly strict religious doctrine and
bureaucracy, and yet almost hippy-like
communal living. There’s an inherent general
spirit of authenticity, openness and kindness,
which can be a happy surprise to those coming
from more consumer-fuelled cultures.
There’s also a lot of impromptu decision making
and unexpected interruptions, which people
tend to embrace rather than avoid: folks tend to
be present and in the moment, rather than
thinking ahead or behind.
The direct encounter is the core of all life and
business here: from fixing your computer, to
buying a house, from learning the language to
knowing whether or not to trust a person: you’ll
need to be present and looking someone in the
eye. (This can take some getting used to, if you
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are accustomed to sending emails… and
having them replied to!)
There’s a general sense of flow here, where
other countries might have order and discipline:
everything is a whole lot more random and yet
often ends up being very synchronised - even
the erratic driving! This can take a while to shift
down a gear into, but for most foreigners who
spend a significant amount of time in the town,
it’s among the great pleasures of the culture. A
genuine antidote to the ‘ills of modern life’.
There are lots of seemingly closed circles
socially, and yet the community is a great,
tightly interwoven fabric, which you only notice
once you need something and someone
immediately pops up to help you with it. It’s
really common to have others, immediately on
hearing that you have an issue, to go about
fixing it for you - asking neither for your
permission, nor how you’d like it fixed. This felt
a little alien to me at first, as it seemed to
assume that my issues were now the
responsibility of others.
But eventually I understood that it’s a profound
collective connector; people here don’t think
anything of helping someone out who needs a
hand, or of giving something where there’s a
lack. This is common in rural cultures, though
modernisation has lessened our need to
depend on each other. When you’re seen to
have been around, engaged, present-and107

correct long enough, you’ll be welcomed as if
you were born here.
And remember that people often don’t ask to be
recompensed when they give to or help you:
they’ll often give the impression that your joyful
satisfaction is also theirs. And they might even
be put out if you try to thank them too much my own culture has a tendency to overapologise for having caused someone else
effort of any kind - and then we over-thank the
person profusely. Here, where it is done
genuinely, people tend to give a lot of their
selves, of their possessions and produce - and
they may even occasionally take offence at
your thanking them.
People’s connectivity radiates and affects all
things, which gives the place an atmosphere of
great stability and timelessness: there are
scenes still going on which have changed in no
significant way for hundreds of years.
Many aspects of life here are contradictory: at
once frivolously spontaneous and yet rigidly
traditional, joyfully celebratory and yet deadly
serious. It takes some energy and awareness to
attune to the highs and lows.
The culture here is very different to northern
Europe, and tremendously more so than the
north Americas - it’s not always obvious on first
viewing, but there are so many things which
simply do not translate.
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For example: opening times and schedules
aren’t always how they appear in writing, if you
ever do find anything in print. Not many
businesses have web presence, and even if
they do, it might be a simple static front page,
or a directory listing, rather than a useful
portfolio representing their activity. (This is likely
related to the vast amounts of ‘unofficial’
business going on, i.e. non-tax-paying sales
and transactions.) And word-of-mouth takes
precedence over all other modes of advertising.
Another aspect of life here which can be
bewildering for new visitors, is the common
incidence of people openly lying - not
everybody does it, but for certain folks it is
literally 90% of their output. There’s also a
tendency to blinker out anything that they don’t
want to listen to, which can make it very difficult
to converse at length about anything important.
And if you get the impression you’re being
talked at, rather than with, don’t worry this is
normale.
It’s much more socially-acceptable (than in my
own culture) to exaggerate excessively, too.
And there can be a kind of revelling in
confusion, or in talking-around-the-houses and
going nowhere, which can get stranieri, used to
being more concise, a bit stressed.
There’s a culture of laughing at things which
might be considered cruel in other parts of the
world: I don’t want to flag up anything too
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specific, but once you know the language, this
will become apparent. It’s not always a
negative, but a means of remaining light and
superficial about everything and anything. It
could relate to people having come through
much harder times than we have, and wanting
to just be in this moment and enjoy it.
There’s a less sentimental attitude towards
animals, and it’s common to see neglected
animals walking the streets alone. Again, this is
a cultural difference, and it’s not going to
change any time soon. However, Guardia has
an admirable growing interest in animal welfare,
and there’s at least one association which has
been set up recently - this movement is further
supported by enthusiastic members of the
international community, even if it has a long
way to go, to get up to the average European
standards of animal care.
On the other hand, the youth (teens and early
20s) culture is already miles ahead of the ‘Old
School’ - not just in being more worldly-wise
and more loving towards our four-legged pals,
but also they’re on the whole very polite and
well-meaning, sweet, responsible, enthusiastic
and positive. There’s a maturity and stability in
both sexes, which other cultures might lack in
their youth culture.
You might notice a tangible absence of female
presence in bars, hanging out in the piazzas or
at social events. It might be an exaggeration to
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say that the men are possessive of their
women, and don’t approve of them wandering
about unaccompanied, but that’s how it appears
to the outsider. The reality is far deeper than
that, and too complex to elaborate on here;
suffice to say, there is a deep co-dependency
and power struggle between the genders,
based on centuries of strict accordance with
religious conventions.
The younger crowds seem freer in this respect,
defining their own values and customs,
according to a more open-minded stance, and
referencing cultures much further afield than the
boundaries of Guardia Sanframondi. Again,
there are multifarious and complex pros and
cons with this.
The grapevine (gossip/ word-of-mouth) is more
reliable here than newspapers, internet, radio
and TV combined. As soon as you leave your
front door, you are noted and tracked, your
every movement and transaction, and this is fed
into the ears of all bodies in movement, as the
day unfolds. It’s like a government-led
surveillance mission! Despite the great swathe
of activity which goes on ‘under the table’ as it
were, it’s mostly known with significant
accuracy, exactly who’s doing what, why, when,
where and how (and with whom).
The boons of this great community, society,
landscape and climate, no matter where you’ve
arrived from, certainly outweigh the cons. The
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generosity alone makes it a delightful and
continually surprising place to live and love in.
Despite my first years in Guardia containing
many (some serious) frictions over all kinds of
misunderstandings - like boundary, politeness
and lack thereof, fear around aggressive men I could go on and on... But having settled down
for the long-term, I find myself deeply
ensconced in a huge, extremely caring
extended family: people who are there for me
through thick and thin, making sure I’m happy
and well, checking that my house is functioning
and my car is running, popping round with cake
if they hear on that I’m under the weather. This
is so utterly priceless, and the kind of ideal
community which many people search the
world over for.
Guardia is a place where whatever you put into
the collective pot, you are returned literally a
hundred-fold: energy, resources, enthusiasm,
friendliness, everything. There’s an abundance
of the good stuff and of positivity; people love
sharing and celebrating. Respect this and, in
the least, try to contribute your own smiles and
goodwill - it’ll come back to you again and
again.
From non-linear thinking and word-of-mouth as
the main mode of communication, to fooling
about when you’re meant to be working,
thieving from neighbours, making spontaneous
lengthy monologues about nonsense, etc., etc.
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- there are a multitude of facets here, of the
people and the place, which might differ from
ours, and which might aggravate, or even goad
us into reaction. But, just as we see them as
‘not like us’, our neuroses and dark sides, our
egos and idiocy are very visible to them.
We’re all in it together, so acceptance and
honouring of all our differences goes a long way
to growing communal harmony.
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CHAPTER NINE

AVOIDING

PITFALLS
Though the evident beauty, atmosphere, great
hospitality and high-quality local produce will all
catch your attention on your arrival, there are
other aspects which, if you’re not familiar with
southern Italian culture in general - or the
Guardia Renaissance phenomenon in particular
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- might give you a jolt. Like everywhere,
Guardia has some less attractive quirks, so
here are some tried-and-tested top tips to avoid
long-term overwhelm, disappointment, burn-out,
being taken advantage of and/ or the making of
enemies:
DEVELOP A SUPPORT NETWORK Take full
advantage of all the enthusiastic and loving
people living here, owning homes, and
interested in the town from afar: they’ll advise
and help resolve issues and confusions. Many
of them are willing to have their brains picked
online, or over a coffee, and you can read a
great deal about various folks’ adventures via
their blogs. Just reach out and ask - again see
the groups listing on p.123
ESCAPE THE BUBBLE Avoid getting
manoeuvred into any kind of closed circle: from
judgemental expats, to overly-close locals who
are all filling each other’s pockets. It’s easy to
fall into a comfortable clique, but it won’t always
allow you to form a clear perspective, nor will it
give you an informed experience of the town
and culture. It can be truly frightening to walk
out alone or to attend a meeting without a
translator, but the most potent experiences
come from having pushed your own boundary
and having learned something new.
ARM TWISTING It’s common practise in this
part of the world to use ‘helpful friends’
networks, but sometimes this can stretch to
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manipulative behaviour or even, unfortunately,
the use of threats. Never be intimidated! Just
ask the locals or the wider foreign community
for support: keep your cool, and know that
you’re always protected by several thick layers
of good people!
SECOND OPINION Always seek a neutral
opinion on any other big decision you make
here - especially on house buying. It’s the
custom to seek a load of advice from others,
before making the most banal of decisions in
Italy. The increasing interest in property here,
plus the fact that many of the houses have
been empty for so long, means that at some
point there might be both a hike in prices, but a
lowering in quality of available housing stock.
Take your time, measure your options, and go
with whoever is being more transparent and
less pushy in their business.
LOVE ITALY Appreciate the positive aspects of
lifestyle differences here, rather than bitching
about the inadequacies of whatever’s-drivingyou-nuts-about-Italy-this-week. Have gratitude
for the great beauty and joy that the culture,
landscape, climate and community have
brought into your life, and navigate by the
happy things rather than the aggravations.
GIVE RATHER THAN TAKE Focus on what
you can bring to this community, rather than
what you think it should be providing for you.
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OUT OF ORDER 1 Accept that things often
don’t work in Italy: from the internet during
rainstorms to the trains during summer, from
faulty mosquito nets, to a good percentage of
inept electrical items. Trust me, it’s worth
immersing oneself in the carefree chilled
attitude of rural Italy: it’s a powerful therapy
when everything seems corrupt and defunct!
Making demands, reacting emotionally or
pushing harder are all likely to both offend the
person you’re dealing with, and to altogether
compound the problem.
GIRA DI TESTA (HEAD SPIN) As above,
accept that even the simplest of situations can
become very confusing in rural Italy, due to the
habit of havering (talking nonsense) rather than
getting to the point. Learn to filter out or avoid
people who have these kinds of habits: you’ll
realise once you have a basic mastery of the
language, that there are more than a couple of
vampire-ish personalities, who’ll thrive on the
energy of a trapped audience. Learn to be
abrupt where appropriate.
OUT OF ORDER 2 If you’re female, develop a
thick skin to both underlying and horribly visible
misogyny - from both men and women. You
may have unwelcome attentions, especially if
you visit male-only bars on your own, but even
if you walk down a street unaccompanied. Be
prepared for men to routinely speak to you as if
you are stupid, to lecture you on subjects you
know much more about than them, and so on.
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It’s generally considered unusual for a woman
to be completely independent, and many
people will feel sorry for you, as they’ll assume
you need kept company, or you’re desperate for
assistance in all realms of the everyday.
If you wear lipstick and a skirt, all this might be
exacerbated. Just smile curtly and nod, and
carry on. But again, seek support if anyone tries
anything with which you’re not comfortable. If
you exhibit clear boundaries it’s unusual for
anyone to invade your space, but cultural
differences
can
cause
all
kinds
of
misunderstandings.
HOSPITALITY PLUS There’s a tendency,
particularly if you’re in the medieval quarter, for
lovely folks to over-provide with their wonderful
hospitality, insisting that you become practically
a surrogate member of their family. It can be
wonderful to be loved so, and so quickly! At the
same time, it can be overwhelming for those
who value privacy and solitude - or for those
who’re not here on holiday, and so don’t want to
be interrupted from work routines. It can be
hard to extricate oneself from a binding
dynamic once entered, as folks can be very
persistent. Again, learning to politely but firmly
define boundaries is essential.
THIEVERY When new to traveling in south
Italy, be aware that, as in many parts of the
world, there are plenty of opportunists looking
to rip off unsuspecting fresh arrivals. From the
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classic pick-pockets of Naples (sometimes on a
Vespa (moped), to folks who are aware of
Guardia’s influx of new people, and are
incredibly enthusiastic about profiting from them
(whilst pertaining to be your bestest friend).
Walk confidently; imitate the cool, street-savvy
Italians: chin out, shoulders back, straight
spine, sunglasses on. Do your research before
you get here, and always ask more experienced
foreigners for second and third opinions.
LA LINGUA English is often spoken in the big
cities, but once you get out-with the large
towns, you are not so likely to find anyone
speaking more than a couple of words in
broken English. However, many Guardia
citizens have been so inspired by the influx of
foreign visitors as to polish old language skills,
or even to learn new ones. Language exchange
is one of the most fun ways to make friends,
and I learned most of my Italiano from the kids
in the bars. I highly recommend putting a call
out via social media if you want to arrange a
regular coffee/ pizza with someone who wants
to exchange language with you (again, see the
groups list on p.123).
LA MADRE LINGUA In Guardia, you’re likely to
meet regularly with the strong local dialect
Guardiolo. The Italian language was imposed
across the country relatively recently, so many
pockets of dialect still exist intact, across the
nation. Even if you can speak a little Italian, you
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may meet with plenty of older people who
don’t, but gestures convey a great deal, and
sometimes the specifics are less important than
a friendly sentiment, or keeping someone
company for a few minutes.
DRIVING Setting out for the train station or
airport in the early morning can be problematic
if you haven’t figured ‘Apè* Time’ into your
journey. Apè and tractors are out in force in the
hours around dawn and sundown in the
summer, and even more so during harvest
times. To make sure you’re not in a rush to get
to a train or plane, leave extra early - it’s
normale to lose up to 15 mins stuck behind a
painfully slow farm vehicle, winding around the
many tight corners. You’ll notice that many
locals don’t blink an eye at overtaking on blind
corners at great speed, or at driving round a
corner in the middle of the road. Be superaware of stopping distances, despite the fact
no-one else does, and make an effort to stay
more on your side of the road, so as to
compensate for anyone coming the other
direction who isn’t.
WALKING If you go walking, be conscious of
the above driving hazards, which might disturb
on your perambulating pleasure. The safest
main-road walks are between Guardia and
Cerreto Sannita to the west, or San Lupo and
San Lorenzo Maggiore to the east. These roads
have less hills, and are more commonly used
by walkers - more often in the evenings. There
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are plenty of lovely non-main-roads too, all
around the town. I love the straight-up, steep
hill behind Guardia, which eventually leads to
an incredible viewpoint at the top. It’s a hard
climb, and watch out for dogs - usually more
bark than bite, but they may try to herd you or
nip at your heels. It’s worth is for the
stupendous views.
* 3-wheeled vehicle, like cross between motorbike
and tiny van. Travels 20 km per hour on good day,
likely to be slower, if heavily-laden and/ or heading
uphill.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

USEFUL LINKS
PHONE NUMBERS
•

++39 Italy country code

•

0824 area code for Guardia

•

0824 817502 town hall municipio

•

0824 864034 Cantina La Guardiense

•

112 carabinieri

•

113 police
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•

115 fire brigade

•

118 ambulance

•

117 financial police

•

1515 woodland fire service

•

1518 traffic/ road conditions

•

12 phone directory assistance

WEBSITES
•

www.trenitalia.it (trains)

•

www.terravision.eu (airport shuttle buses,
Rome)

•

www.blablacar.it

•

comuneguardiasanframondi.gov.it (italiano)

•

comuneguardiasanframondi.gov.it/turismo
(Guardia Sanframondi in un click)

•

guardiaguide.wordpress.com/ (some great
general info, though not so up-to-date, and
totally accurate in some places)

•

avan-guardia.it (italiano)
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•

guardiamagica.org (very small amount of
practical info, but mostly very out-of-date
and terribly inaccurate)

FACEBOOK PAGES
•

Guardia Renaissance

•

Guardia Sanframondi Renaissance: The
Art Town

•

The Insider’s Guide To Guardia
Sanframondi

•

International community of Guardia
Sanframondi

•

La Parlata Guardiese

•

ricordi guardiesi

•

Guardiesi nel mondo

THE TOWN HALL
The new Guardia Information Centre (upstairs
in the town hall) can advise you on various
practical aspects of setting up life here. They
can be visited Mon/ Wed/ Fri mornings, and are
on email: guardiainformationcentre@gmail.com
or (mobile) phone on (++39) 329 452 6878
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ABOUT
THE NEW COMMUNITY
The new international community of Guardia
Sanframondi is growing on the shoulders of a
series of protagonists and ‘believers’ who were
led to the abandoned medieval quarter over the
past few decades. None of us are pioneers;
none of us are discoverers of an undiscovered
culture: Guardia was thriving away over the
centuries without us.
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At the same time, we now have a truly rare
situation, whereby the bright threads of our
overlapping stories and dreams have started to
form a strong, brightly-coloured fabric. This
unique tapestry is having new threads
continually being woven into it. Working
together, and bringing the best of all our
cultures to the table, there’s huge potential for
our long-term intercultural ‘surthrival’, which is
more important than ever in this troubled world.
As the community grows, and new folks
compare who came first, who has the biggest
key or the best panorama, it’s important to
acknowledge that there were many talented
individuals who came to Guardia long before us
all, and who continue to go about their business
and leisure without fanfare. My own arrival here
followed a series of other protagonists with
beautiful house projects: I was inspired by
cultured folks from Caserta and Torre Del
Greco, Naples and Rome. These brilliant folks
continue to contribute to the multicultural
diversity of our growing community, by
developing B&Bs, summer camps and artist
residencies, inter-cultural events and special
celebrations. It’s often the ones not blowing
their own trumpets who make the more
significant contributions to a cultural dynamic.
I’ve always seen the potential of the old town as
a win-win-win situation, and it does seem like
it’s possible that there’s space for us all to
flourish, particularly if we treat each other and
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the town with respect and generosity. If we give
back as much - or more - than we get from the
place, we can build a collective creative power
which can stand strong in defiance of the worst
cultural tensions and austerity economics
currently proliferating across Europe.
Some of us felt a calling to be in Guardia - even
if it was in part the €10K house price-tag
tempting us! Many of us felt pulled by
something intangible and yet irresistible: we
followed signs and good vibes, and we found
our dream home, and a high quality, chilled-out
way of life.
Many of the new international community are
empty-nesters or nearing retirement age, and
want to be in a peaceful (and affordable) place
when they’re older. Others seek silence and
solitude, spiritual reflection, time in nature sometimes as respite from a heavy work
schedule back home. Yet others want the
headspace to create: artists, writers, musicians,
creatives of all kinds.
We all share a passion for good food, great
wine, a gentle lifestyle, a breath-taking view,
fresh air, clean water. We’re all stimulating the
local community in some shape or form - to
better appreciate the beauty and values they
might have taken for granted up to now, to fulfil
their own creative dreams and projects, to get
organised, and to support the regeneration of
the old town.
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Most folks from abroad are coming to Guardia
for a few weeks per annum, others for as many
as 6 months. One or two hope to transfer,
though no-one has yet lasted more than a
couple of years during all four seasons. But
within a few years, what with further TV
publicity coming again soon, and several
foreigners and Italians establishing new
businesses; the rejuvenation of Guardia
Sanframondi looks set to settle into a more
permanent
and
dynamic
international
community.
Together, we all have even huger potential, and
I have a lot of optimism about the inherent
positivity and spirit of our movement winning
over any greed and ego which is trying to get a
foothold. Bravi noi!
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ABOUT
THE AUTHOR
My dream for the past 20 yrs had been to find a
container for my prolific creative outpourings, as
well as an easier lifestyle and climate. Guardia
works for me on so many levels, despite the
challenges of setting up a new home, business
and life in a foreign country - with minimal
resources.
Since graduating from Scotland’s top art school
in 1996, my passion for learning has taken me
to a variety of fascinating countries, exploring
how we can use our creative power positively
on a personal, collective and global level.
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I’m passionate about how people and places
can be rejuvenated through accumulated,
reverberating small actions; not just culturally,
but economically, socially and spiritually too.
I have a presence as an artist and writer in Italy
and abroad. Alongside my success in the art
field (with paintings in collections all around the
world), I’ve always been passionately involved
in communities, food growing, healing and
spiritual transformation.
I’ve received several art and social
entrepreneur awards, and was recognised
citywide (and shortlisted for a major social
entrepreneur award) for my work in social
housing in Edinburgh, Scotland. I was the
protagonist for projects in island villages, city
high-rises, allotment gardens, vegan-organic
cafes, and more, before setting up camp in
Guardia’s abandoned medieval quarter and
sparking the Guardia Renaissance.
See more of what I do, and the Live Like A
Happy Artist project - www.claregalloway.com
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